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ProEoaitions de prix 
.. 
1. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, lea prix 
a.pplicables dans le secteur des cereales 
2. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, lee 
majorations mensuelles des prix des cereales, des farines de 
froment et de seigle, ainsi que des gruaux et semoules de 
froment 
3. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la campagne de commercialiFation 1983/1984, le 
montant de l'aide pour le froment dur. 
4. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixcnt, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, les 
prix applicables dans le secteur du riz 
5· Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour 'la campagne de commercialisation '1983/1984, lee 
majorations mensuelles des prix du riz paddy et du riz decortique 
6. Regleroen t ( CEE) no du Conseil · 
1110difiant le reglement (CEE) no 1418/76 portant organisation 
vommune du marche du riz 
7. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
modif~unt lc reglement 2742/75 relatif aux restitutions et a la 
production dans le secteur des cereales et du riz 
8. Reglement (CEB) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, les prix 
dans le secteur du sucre et la qualite type des betteraves 
9. Riglemcnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
P• 6 
p. 11 
P• 15 
P• 17 
P• 19 
P• 21 
l'• 23 
p. 26 
fix~nt, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, les prix 
d'intervention derives du sucre blanc, le prix d'intervention du 
sucre brut, J.es prix minimaux de la bctterave A et de la bc•.;terave B, 
les prix de scuil ainsi que le montant du remboursement pour la 
p&r&quation des frais de stockage p. 29 
10. Rcglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pom· la Cllmpagne de commercialination 1983/1984, lo prix 
indicatif i la productiou, l'aidc a la production et le prix 
d'iutervcntion de l 1 huile d 1 olive 
11. R0glernent (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixn.nt, pour in campae;ne de commercialisation 1983/198~, le6 
rnnjorations mcnsuellcc du prix rcpresentatif de marche, du prix 
d'interve'ntion ct du prix de seuil de l'huile d 1 olive 
•' 
12. Ra~lcmcnt (CBE) no du Conccil 
fixnnt, })OUr la cDmpugne de commercialisation 1983/1981l, le Geuil 
de ~arnntic pour les graines de colza et de navettc, ainsi que 
ccrtuinn &l~ments y affbrents 
l'• 3~ 
P• 36 
13. 
2 
H~glc~cnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour lo campagne de commercialisation 1983/1~84, les prix 
indicatifs et les prix d'intervention des graines de col~a, de 
navette et de tournesol 
14. R~glement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la campagne de com!aercialisation 1983/1984, les 
majorations mensuelles du prix indicatif et du prix d'intervention 
p. ·. 40 
des graines de colza, de navette et do tournesol P• 43 
1~. R~~l~mnnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
16. 
17. 
18. 
fixant, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/198h, le prix 
d'objectif den graines de soja 
Reglf:ment (CEE) no du C6nseil 
fixan t, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, le prix 
minimal dCf3 graines de soja 
Heglcment (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, le p:rix 
d'ohjectif des graines de lin 
Rcgl e1nent (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixcmt, pour la CDI'lpagne de commercialisation 1983/1981+ 1 le prix 
d'o1Jjcctif des f"raine s 
,) de ricin 
19. l~cr:len:cnt (CEr~) no du Conseil 
fi xan t, pour la car,lpagne de c0mmercialisntion 1983/1984, le prix 
minimol des grnines de ricin 
20. H(~r;lcment (CE~~) no du Conseil 
iixnnt, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, ~!.e prix 
de seuil de d~clenchement de l'nidc, le prix d'objectif nin~i que 
;e prix minimal pour les pois, 
~1- R~~lemnnt (CEE) no du Con~:~eil 
fix an L l>our la compagne de commercinl isation 
forfai -~ai1·c D. la production ainsi que le prix 
secteu~ des fourragcs s~ch~s 
2~ R~E1cmun~ (C~E) no du Conscil 
1983/1981~, 2..'ride 
d'objectif C. Gr. S le 
modifi::Jl\. le rcr;lcrr:ent (CEE) no 111?/73 .t>Urtnnt oq:;anisation co:1r:1uno 
P• · 45 
P• 1+7 
P• lt 9 
P• 51 
P• 53 
P• 55 
P· 5S 
do~:; man~l'cG dmu; le secteur des fourroge:J scches p. 61 
du Conr,eil 
fi):nnt, pou1· la ct-1mpncne de ccmmerc:i alisation 198)/1981t-, J.es 
montuntG do l'cido pour le lin textile ct pour le chanvre ainRi 
que" lo n'ontnnt l'0tenu pour le financcment des me:.mres fnv0risnnt 
J.'utiljL>at:i.oh. de filacscs do lin 
du Con~>eil 
fixro11'c 1 pour ln cHmp<~gnc de comn1crciali.sation 1983/1981+, le prix 
d'ohjc~d.if pour le coton non er~rc:nu, cL la qu::..nUte de coton pour 
luqL,elJe l'uide Pt:;t octroyee tota) ement 
P• 6) 
JJ. GG 
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25~ Rcglcment (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixent, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984, le prix 
minimal du coton non egrene p. 68 
26. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la camp~gno d'elevage 1983/1984, le montant de 
l'aide pour les vers ·A soie p. 70 
27. R~glement (CEE) no du Conseil 
modifiant le reglement (CEE) no 337/79 portant organisation 
commune du marche viti-vinicole p. 72 
28. Riglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fix~1t les prix d'oricntation dans le secteur du vin pour la 
campagne 1983/1984 
·. 
29. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant certains prix et autres montants applicables dans le 
secteur des fruits et legumes pour la campagne 1983/1984 
}0. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
portant modification du reglement (CEE) no 1461/82 modifiant 
le rcglement (CEE-) no 727/70 instaurant une organisation commune 
P• 78 
p. 81 .. 
des marches dans lc secteur du tabac brut p. 94 
31. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la recolte 1983, les prix d'objectif, les prix 
d'intervcntion et les primes accordees aux acheteurs de tabac 
&a feuilles, les prix d'intervention derivis du tabac emballe, 
ainsi que les qualites de reference 
32. Reglemcnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant le prix indicatif du lait et les prix d'intervention du 
beurrc, du lait ecreme en poudrc ct des fromageG grana padano 
et parmigiano reg5iano ain&i que le seuil de garantie pour la 
campf-<gne lai tiere 1983/198l; 
33. Riglemcnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixunt, pour la campagne lai tithe 1983/1984, les prix de seuil 
de certaina produits laitiers 
34. Reglemeut (CEE) no du Conseil 
modifiant le reglcment (CEE) no 1269/79 en ce qui conccrne les 
conditions d~ l'ccoulement a prix reduit de beurre destine ala 
consommation directe pendant la campagne lai ti~re 198~/1981~ 
35. Rcclcment (CEE) no du Conseil 
modifinnt le reelemcnt (CEE) no 1079/77 en ce qui concerne le 
prelevcment de coresponsabilite dans lc secteur du lait et des 
produits laitiers 
36. R~glcmcnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
relntif ~ l'Hdoption de mesureu particulieres concernant 
l 1 excluoion du regime du trafic de perfcctionnement actif ct 
du couditionneruent du beurre 
P• 96 
P• 115 
p. 118 
p. 120 
p. 122 
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37. Rcglemcnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
portant dispositions pour soutenir les revenus des petits 
producteurs de lait pendant la campagne laiti~re 1983/1984 
38. R~glement (CEE) no du Conseil 
modifiant le reglement 805/68 portant organisation commune 
de marche dans le secteur do la viande bovine 
39. Reglemcnt (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la campagne de commercialisation 1983/1984 1 lo 
prix d'orientation et le prix d'intervention des gros bovins 
40. R~~lement (C~E) no du Conseil 
modifiant le r~glement no 1202/82, relatif i la mist en 
oeuvre de la grille communautaire de c~assement des carcasses 
de gros bovins pour la const:_,tation des prix de marche dans 
p. 128 . 
P• 131 
p. 135 
le sectcur de la viande bovine p. 138 
41. R~glcment (GEE) no du Conseil 
rclatif a l'octroi d'une prime ala naissancc des veaux en 
Grece, en Irlande, en Italie et en IrlDnde du Nord ct 
modifivnt lc reglement (CEB) no 1201/82 
112. Reglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
relutif ~ l'octroi d'une prime compl&mentaire au maintien 
du trourJcllu des vaches allai tantes en Irlande ct en Irlande 
du Hord C't modifiant lc regl~mcnt (CEE) no 1199/82 
113 • .Reglculcr1 t ( CEE) no du Conseil 
proro~e&nl, pour la campagne 1983/1984, l'octroi d'u~e prime 
~ l'aLattace de certains gros bovins de boucheric au 
Royc.:.uu.c· Un:i prcvu par le reglemen t ( CBE) no 1200/82 
44. Reglement (CEB) no du Conseil 
fixant, pour la camp~gnc de commercialisation 1983/1984, 
le p~ix de LoGe, leG prix d'intcrvention ct les prix de 
r~fGrcncc dans le secteur de la viande ovine 
45. R~gl~rn~nt (CEE) no du Conseil 
fixu1t, pour la perioctc du 1er novcmbrc 1983 au 31 octotre 
1984, Je pr5x de base et la qualit& typs du pore abattu 
lt6 .. lu~glernc·nt (CP~~) no du Conscil 
modi finn t 1' anncxc du rC.glemen t (em~) no 23)8/71 port un t 
organiuulion commune de march& dans le sectcur des 
scmcnceG 
ll'/· .Rt~r,lc~t·lcnt (CitE) no du Conccil 
modifiaJlt lc rcglernc!n; (CEE) no 1660/81 fiz<mt, ·pour lcs 
cc:~mr~·r~nes de cor.1r1crcialir::ation 1')ac/1983 et 1983/19()11 lcs 
L'ontrmtr; de 1 1 aide accordue dane le sectcur de:; 0cmencus 
p. 142 
p. 11tG 
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48. R~glement (CEE) ·no du Conseil 
modifinnt le reglement (CEE) no 1660/81 fixant, pour les 
campagnes de commercialisation 1982/198} et 198}/1984, les 
montants de l'aide accordee dans le secteur des semences 
49. Riglement (CEE) no du Conseil 
relatii' nu taux de change a appliqu"er dans le secteur 
agricole P• 161 
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Proposal for 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing cereal prices for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
':'HB COUNCH OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Buropean Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 
on the common organization of the market in cereals (1), as last amended 
b;r t;ouncil negulation (EEC) No 1451/82 (2), and in particular Article 
?(6) and Article 4 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
',•There as the markets and prices policy, based on modern farms, is the main 
instrument of the incomes policy in agriculture; whereas full advantage 
cannot be drawn from such a policy unless it is integrated into the 
8ommon agricultural policy as a whole, including a dynamic socisl and 
structural policy and the application of the rules on competition 
contained in the ~reaty; 
Whereas, however, that policy must also reflect more strictly the 
rom~unity's budgetary constraints; whereas, in many cases, export 
markets are the only outlets for surplus production; whereas those 
markets can be reached only with the aid of export refunds; wh,~reas, in 
order to reduce the resulting budgetary expenditure, the fixing of prices 
for the 198)/lq84 marketing year must represent a first step towards 
narrowing the gap between Community prices and those of the main exporter 
countries; 
(1) OJ No L 281, 1.11.1975, P• 1 
(2) OJ No L lfi4, 1.1..06.1982, P• 1 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) O.J No C 
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WhereRs pursuant to Article 3a of Regulation (EEC) No 27?7/75 a guarantee 
threshold should be set for cereals other than durum wheat; whereas, 
havin~ reF-arn to the prices system, that threshold should be an overall 
fiRure for these cereals; 
\·ThP-reaA the guarantee threshold must form part of a medium-term goal; 
whereas, with the prospect of exports being maintained at the present 
volume and some increase in domestic use, the 1QA8/1Q89 guarantee 
threshold can be put at 126 million tonnes for all cereals other than 
c'lurum wheat ; 
WhereaA, havinP- regard to the medium-term goal, the RUarantee threshold 
for the 1983/1Q84 marketing year should be fixed at 120,56 million tonnes 
for all cereals other than durum wheat; 
Whereas the application of the above-mentioned Article 3a leads, for the 
lqR~/1984 marketing year, to a 1% decrease in the intervention prices for 
all cereals except durum wheat and in the reference price; 
Whereas the intervention prices and target prices for the principal 
cereals and the reference price for common wheat of bread-making quality 
must be fixPrl in such a way as to promote a balance between the different 
sections of production on the basis of actual market requirements; 
Whereas as far as common wheat of bread-making quality is concerned there 
has been an increase in the quantities with inferior quality 
characteristics; whereas, in view of this rlevelopment, in the case of the 
applicaton of special intervention measures concerning common wheat which 
meets the minimum requirements for bread-making, the. reference price 
should be reduced more significantly; 
Whereas, for the purpose of fixing the target price for common wheat, the 
reference price for this product is to be fixed at a level corresponding 
to the medium bread-makinR quality; whereas, in calculating this price, 
account should be taken of the difference between the return on 
production of common wheat of medium brearl-makinR quality and that of 
common wheat of non-bread-making quality, which is at present taken to he 
ll".li4?', 
HAS ADOPTr.n ,.,HI:1 RFGUIJA "'ION: 
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Article l 
For the lqR~/lQ84 marketing year, cereal prices shall be those fixed in 
thA Annex. 
Article 2 
For the lQR3/l0R3 marketing year the guarantee threshold referred to in 
ArticlA ~a of Regul~tion (EEC)No 2727/75 shall be 1?0.56 miJlion tonnes 
for Rll the products listed in Article l(a) of the said Regulation. 
- 9 -
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply as regards durum wheat and durum wheat groats and meal 
with effect from 1 July 1983 and as regards the other products with 
effect from 1 August 1983. 
~is Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Annex 
COMMON WHEAT, RYE, BARLEY AND M~IZE 
Single common intervention price 
COMMON WHEAT 
Reference Price (l) 
Target Price 
RYE, BARLEY AND MAIZE 
•rarget Price 
DURUM WHEAT 
Single intervention price 
Target ?rice 
Ecu/t 
184.58 
215.29 
261 .41 
238.17 
312.08 
355.42 
11 .62 
(l )'l'!.is price is reduced by 11.62 ECU/tonne in case of application of 
Sf;.:!C::..al intervention measures at the level of the minimur:~ u::·e..;;d-making 
q l~..ili ty 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the monthly price increases for ~ereals, wheat and rye flour 
and wheat groats and meal for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on the 
common organisation of the market in cereals (1), as last amended by Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 1451/82 (2), and in particular Article 6(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, when the number and amount of the monthly increases and the first 
month during which these are to apply are fixed, account should be taken of 
the storage costs and financing charges for storing cereals in the Community 
and of the need to ensure that the disposal of stocks of cereals conforms to 
market requirements, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS RBGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the monthly increases to be applied to the 
target price, threshold price and intervention price for the products listed 
in Article l(a), (b) and (c) of Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 and to the 
reference price for common wheat of bread-making quality, shall be as set out 
in this Regulation. 
(1) OJ No L 281, 1.11.1975, p.l 
(2) OJ No L 164, lA.6.1982, p.l 
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Article 2 
The monthly increases to be a~~ljed to the target price, threshold p~ice 
and interve~tion price for common wheat, rye, barley and mai7-e and durum 
wheat and to the reference ~rice for common wheat of bread-making 
qnality, operative for the first month of the marketing year, ~c;hall be as 
follows: 
(BCU/tonne) 
========================================================================== 
Perior1 Common wheat, rye 
barley and maize 
Durum wheat 
---------------------:------------------------:--------------------------: 
August l gg?) 2.76 
September 2.57 5.52 
October 5.14 8.28 
Now~mber 7.71 11.04 
December 10.28 13.80 
.TEtnuR.r:'r l Of34 12.85 16.56 
:;'ehruary 15.42 19 .. 3?. 
~~Rrch 17.99 22.08 
April 20.56 24.84 
I~R.Y 23.13 (27.60) 
.Tune c~5 ~ 70) (27.60) 
.July (25.70) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
nhe monthly increases indicated in brackets shall apply to neither the 
reference price for common wheat of bread-making quality nor intervention 
prices. 
Article 3 
The monthly increases to be applied to the threshold price for meslin, 
oats, buckwheat, millet, c·mary seed and sorghum operative for the first 
month of the marketing year shall be the same as those applicable to 
cereals other than durum wheat. 
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Article 4 
~he monthly increases to be applied to the threshold price for wheat, 
meslin and rye flour and to the threshold price for groats and meal of 
common and of durum wheat operative for the first month of the marketing 
year shall be as follows: 
(ECU/tonne) 
========~==•==========•==z=•••=K=====•==============~===========•===~===== 
'Period Wheat, meslin and rye 
flour, common wheat 
groats and meal 
Groats and meal 
of durum wheat 
---------------------:------------------------:--------------------------: 
August 1983 4,.36 
September 3.88 8.72 
October 7.76 13.08 
November 11 .. 64 17 .. 44 
December 15.52 21.80 
JanuRry 1984 19.40 26.16 
February 23.28 30.52 
March 27.16 34.88 
April 31.04 39.24 
f.tay 34.92 43.60 
June 38.80 43.60 
July 38.80 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
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Article 5 
~his Regulation shRll enter into force on the third dRy following its 
p1, hlication in the Official Jou-nal of the Buropean Communi ties. 
It d1~ll Rpply as regarrls durum wheat and ourum wheat groRts and meal 
with nffect from 1 July 198~ and as regards the other products with 
P:!'f0d from l A1lf;ust 19R3. 
~his Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly anplicable 
in all ~emher States. 
For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal for 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing for the 1983/1984 marketing year the amount of the 
aid for durum wheat 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on the 
common organization of the market in cereals (1), as last amended by Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 1451/82 (2), and in particular Article 10 (3) thereof, 
Having regard to the 1979 Act of Accession, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas the purpose of the aid for durum wheat is to ensure a fair standard of 
living for fanners in regions of the Community where such production 
constitutes a traditional and important part of agricultural production; 
Whereas these areas were specified by Council Regulation (EEC) No 3103/76 of 
16 December 1976 on aid for durum wheat (5), as amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1455/82 (6); 
Whereas the rules regarding the alignment of aid as laid down in Article 68 of 
the 1979 Act of Accession apply to the aid for durum wheat applicable in 
Greece, 
(1) OJ No L 281, 01.11.1975, P• 1 (2) OJ No L 164, 14.06.1982, P• 1 (3) OJ No c 
(4) OJ No c 
(5) OJ No L 351, 21.12.1976, P• 1 (6) OJ No L 164, 14.06.1982, P• 16 
16 -
HAS ADOPTED 'I' HIS REGULATION: 
ArticL~ 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the aid for durum wheat referred to jn 
Article 10 of Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 is hereby fixed a +. v. 
for the Italian and French regions listed in the Annex to Regulation 
(EEC) No 3103/76: 97.96 ECU per hectare, 
for the Greek regions listed in the Annex to Regulation (EEC) 
No 3103/76: 
- 76.75 ECU per hectare in areas entitled to national aid as being 
mountain areas within the meaning of the regulations applicable 
until 31 December 1980, 
- 48.13 ECU per hectare in those areas of the same Greek regions 
which did not qualify for national aid. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communitie~. 
It shall apply from 1 July 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly ap?licable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The :President 
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Proposal 
COUNCI~ REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing rice prices for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on the 
common organization of the market in rice (1), as last amended by the 1979 
Act of Accession, and in particular Article 3(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (3), 
Whereas the markets and prices policy, based on modern farms, is the main 
instrument of the incomes policy in agriculture; whereas full advantage 
cannot be drawn from such a policy unless it is integrated into the common 
~3ricultural policy as a whole, including a dynamic social and structural 
policy and the application of the rules on competition contained in the 
Treaty; 
Whereas the intervention price for paddy rice must be fixed at a rate which 
takes simultaneous account of the policy in respect of rice production and 
the use of rice and of improved farm incomes; 
Whereas the target price for husked rice should be derived from the 
intervention price for paddy rice, in accordance with the criteria set out 
in Article 4(3) of Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76; 
(1) OJ No L 166, 25. 6.1976, p.l 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
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Whereas, for the products referred to in this Regulation, the applica~ion 
of the criteria for the fixing of the different prices and the application 
of the measures provided for in ·espect of the exchange rates to be applied 
in agriculture entail fixing those prices at the levels indicated herein, 
HAS ADOPTED ~HIS REGULA~ION: 
Article ~ 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the rice prices shall oe as follows: 
(a) intervention price, paddy rice: 306·53 ECU per tonne; 
(b) target price, husked rice: 523.16 ECU per tonne. 
Article 2 
This RAgulation shall en~er into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 September 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly ap?~icable in 
all Member States. 
Done For the Counci: 
The P~esident 
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PROPOSAL 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the monthly price increases for paddy rice and husked rice for 
the 1983/1984 marketing year. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on the 
common organization of the market in rice (1), as last amended by the 197~ Act 
of Accession, and in particular Article 7(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, when the number and amount of the monthly increases and the first 
month during which these increases are to apply are fixed, account should be 
taken of the storage costs and financing charges for storing rice in the 
Community and of the need to ensure that the disposal of stocks of rice 
conforms to market requirements, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) OJ No L 166, 25. 6.1976, p.l 
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Article 1 
l. [or the 1983/1984 marketing yr::ar, the amount of each of the monthly 
increases provided for in Article 7 \1) of Regulation (Et;C) Ho 14ld/7G 
shall be as follows: 
~ .19 
- 3.98 
ECU per tonne for the intervention price, 
ECU per tonne for the target price. 
2. 'l'hese montbly increases shall apply from 1 October 198) ·~o l July 1'784, t11e 
prices thus obtained for July 1984 remaining valid until )l August 1 :7d4. 
Article 2 
Tnis he~ulation shall enter into force on the third day following ics 
iJUblication in the Official Journal of the European ConununitieG. 
l t shall ay,ply from 1 September 1983. 
TDis Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and direct~y B?plicable in 
all Tliember States. 
Dor.e at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 on the common organization 
of the market in rice 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
lmving regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 (3), as last amended by the Act of 
Accession of Greece, does not contain the provisions necessary to ensure 
provision of detailed knowledge of production and availabilities; whereas 
such knowledge is essential to the proper management of the market in rice; 
whereas the provisions of the said Regulation must therefore be supplemented 
by providing for harvest and stock declarations to be made annually at the 
start of the marketing year by growers and rice mills, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
The following Article is hereby inserted in Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76: 
"Article 25a 
1. Each year rice growers shall make harvest and stock declarations to the 
competent authorities of the Member States. Such declarations shall 
distinguish between round-grained and long-grained rice and shall identify: 
- the stocks of rice from the previous harvest 
- the quantities of rice from the new harvest 
- where appropriate, the varietal groups. 
(1) OJ No C 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No L 166, 25.6.1976, P• 1. 
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2. Each year rice mills shall make declarationg concerning th~ ~~>eku vf rico 
they hold to the competent autho:ities of th~ Kember St~~9~. Such 
decla=ations shall distinguish b"tw~en round-gr~ined and long-grained ~ice 
and ahall identify the different processing stages (p3ddy, h~~ked, mill~d:. 
Products imported from third countri&a shall be ml:!ntiora:d ,Jep, t.·atttly. 
3. Th~ !.nformation supplied pursuant to p&t"lil;!;:Caphs 1 and 2 chttll :>e m.".d"' :-:r.o ... n 
to the Commission. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of tbis Article Lhall b~ ac0~tej in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 27." 
Article ;:_ 
This Regulation sb611 enter into force on thd ~hird d~y rollc~i~~ ita 
publication in the Official Journt:tl of the european COI.UJ.:.mitiYIO. 
It shall apply from 1 Saptember 1983. 
It shall oe binding in its entir~ty and directly applic~o~.ble in cJ.L. Me1nbE:1r 
Sta.tea. 
Done at For t~1"' ('(..,;;. •. cil 
l'hlr:l 1-t··'"''''-c.~;:lt 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75 on production refunds in the 
cereals and rice sectors 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on the 
common organization of the market in cereals (1), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1451/82 (2), and in particular Article 11(4) thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76 of 21 June 1976 on the 
common organization of the market in rice (3), as last amended by the Act of 
the Accession of Greece, and in particular Article 9(2) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas production refunds for starch products and the minimum price to be 
paid by the starch manufacturer to the producer should be fixed, taking into 
account in particular the situation of the prices of the raw materials used 
for manufacturing starch, at the beginning of the 1983/84 marketing year; 
whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75 (4), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 1460/82 (5), should be further amended; 
Whereas, since the relative situation of the starch industries has not 
significantly changed, the premium for the potato starch sector should be 
maintained at its present level, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) OJ No L 281, 
(2) OJ No L 164, 
(3) OJ No L 166, 
(4) OJ No L 281, 
(5) OJ No L 164, 
1-11.1975, p.l 
14· 6.1982, p.1 
25. 6.1976, p.1 
1.11.1975, p.57 
14· 6.1982, p.25 
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Article 1 
Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75 is hereby amended as follows: 
1. In paragraph 1,"19.41 ECU"shall be substituted for "18.61 ECU II 
2. In paragraph 2,"27.79 ECU"shall be substituted for"26.64 ECU II 
3. In paragraph 3,"23.91 ECU"shall be substituted for "22.92 ECU '' 
Article 2 
Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75 is hereby replaced by the following: 
"Article 2 
Member States shall grant a production refund of 31.25 ECU per tonne of 
potato starch." 
Article 3 
In Article 3(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75, the amount "269.50 ECU" shall 
be substituted for "259.15 ECU". 
Article 4 
In Article 3a of Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75, the expression "for the durnhon 
of the 1982/83 cereals marketing year" is hereby replaced by the expression 
"for the 1983/1984 cereals marketing year". 
Article 5 
Article 4 of Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75 is hereby amended as follows: 
1. In paragraph 1, n23 .87 ECU" is substituted for "22 .89 ECU". 
2 In paragraph 2, "19.41 ECU" is substituted for "18.61 ECU". 
3· In paragraph 3, " 23.91 ECU" is substituted for ''22 .92 ECU". 
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Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 August 1983 for products covered by Regulation (EEC) 
No 2727/75 and from 1 September 1983 for products covered b,y Regulation (EEC) 
No 1418/76. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION ( EEC) lfo 
of 
I 
r 
·fixiM; -·for the 1983/1984 ·ma1.'keting_ year, -tae,·z!B!!r'";prtoea:'··&Jid t-he sta-ndard 
guelity ·ot·,tieet· 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAB CoiMUIITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing -the J!U.ropean EconoJftic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
HaVing regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 17-85/81 of !SO Jun$ 1981 on the 
cemmon organisation of the -markets in the sugar sector (1) as last imended b.Y 
Regulation (EEC) lo 606/82 (2), and in particular Articles 2(3), 3(4) and 4{3) 
thereof', 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,. 
Havirig regard to the opinion of the European P&.rliament (:5), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social" Committee ( 4) , 
V-l!tereas, when sugar prices are fixed, account should he ·taken of the 
objectives of the c&mmon agricultural policy and of the coritri'Dution _which the 
,! 
Communit,y intends to make to the harmonious development of world trade; 
wbereas the ob,;ecti vee of the cOJDlllon agricultural policy are in particular to 
ensure a fair standard of living f_or the agricultural community, to ensure 
that supplies are available and that they reach cortswaers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas, in order to attain these objectives, the target price for sugar must 
be fixed at a level which, taking into account. in particular, the resultant 
level of the intervention price, ensures a fair remuneration for beet and 
sugar cane producers while at the same time resl>ecting consmners interest, and 
which is likely to maintain the balance between the prices of the princ~pal 
Agricultural products; 
{1) OJ No L 177, 1. 7·1981, P•4 
(2) OJ No L 74, lA. 3.1982, p.l 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
.. 
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W~ereas, as a result of the characteristics of the sugar market, the risks 
involved in this trade are relatively slight; whereas, consequently, when 
the intervention price for sugar is fixed, the difference between the 
target price and the intervention price may be fixed at a relatively low 
level; 
Whereas the basic price for beet must take account of the intervention 
price and of the costs of processing and delivering the beet to factories 
and be basen on an estimated Community yield of 130 kilograms of white 
su~ar per tonne of beet with a 16% sugar content; 
Whereas, the abovementioned costs may be estimated at a flat-rate amount 
o~2.02 r.ru per 100 kilograms of white sugar; whereas that flat rate amount. 
is ml'lrle up of the sum of the processing margin, estimated at 20.18 F.CU, and 
the costs of delivering the beet to factories, estimated at 3.73ECU, less 
a flat rate amount of 1 .89 ECU representing factories' receipts from the 
sale of molasses calculated on the basis of a yield of 38.5 kilograms per 
tonne of beet processed and an ex-factory price for molasses of 6.40 ECU 
per 100 kilograms of molasses; 
'tThereas the standard quality chosen for beet should be a quality which 
takes account of production characteristics in the main beet-production 
areas of the Community, 
HAS ADOPTEn THIS RF.GULATION 
Article 1 
':'he target price for white sugar shall be 56_.28 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
'rhe intervention price for white sugar shall be 53.4 7 ECU per 100 kilograms 
TOr the non-deficit areas of the Community. 
? 
,J 
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Article 2 
} 
\ 
The basic price for beet shall be40.89 ECU per tonne delivered at the 
collection centre. 
Article 3 
Standard quality beet shall: 
(a) be of sound, genuine and merchantable quality; 
(b) have a sugar content of 16% at the reception point. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply for the 1983/1984 marketing year.· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing, for the 1983/1984 marketing year, the derived intervention prices 
for white sugar, the intervention price for raw sugar, the minimum 
prices for A and B beet, the threshold prices and the amount of 
compensation for storage costs 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1785/81 of 30 June 1981 on the 
common organization of the markets in the sugar sector (1), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 606/82 (2), and in particular Articles 3(5), 5(5), 8(4) 
and 14(5) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No of fixing, for the 1983/1984 
marketing year, the sugar prices and the standard quality of beet (3), fixed 
the intervention price for white sugar at 53.47 ECU per 100 kilograms; 
Whereas Article 3(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 1785/81 provides that derived 
intervention prices for white sugar are to be fixed for each of the deficit 
areas; whereas, for such fixing, it is appropriate that account be taken of 
the regional variations which, given a normal harvest and free movement of 
sugar, might be expected to occur in the price of sugar under natural 
conditions of price formation on the market; 
Whereas a deficit supply situation is to be foreseen in the areas of 
production in Italy, Ireland and the United Kingdom; 
(1) OJ No L 177, 1. 7-1981, P• 4 
(2) OJ No L 74, 18. 3.1982, P• 2 
(3) See page of this Official Journal 
~lhereaa Article 3(5)of Regulation (EEC) No 1785/81 provides that an 
intervention price for raw sugar shall be fixed; whereas such price shall be 
established on the basis of the intervention price for white sugar, account 
being taken of a uniform processing margin and a standard yield, as well as 
transport costs for the supply of raw sugar; 
Whereas Reguiation (EEC) No fixed the basis price for beet at 40 .. 89 
ECU per tonne; whereas Article 5(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1785/81 provides 
that the minimum price to be fixed for A beet shall be 98% of the basic price 
of the beet and the minimum price to be fixed for B beet shall in principle be 
68% of the said basic price; 
Whereas Articie 14(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1785/81 provides that the 
threshold price for white sugar shall be equal to the target price, plus 
costs, calculated at a flat rate, of transport from the Community area having 
the largest surplus to the most distant deficit consumption area in the 
Community, plus a flat-rate amount which takes into account the storage levy 
which, for 1983/84, can be estimated at 4.25 ECU per 100 kilograms of white 
sugar; whereas, given the state o£ supplies within the Community, account 
should be taken of transport charges between the departments of northern 
France and Palermo; 
Whereas the threshold price for raw sugar is to be derived from the threshold 
price for white sugar ~ reference to a processing margin and a standard yield; 
Whereas the threshold price for molasses should be fixed in such a way tlmt 
the receipts from salesof molasses may reach the level of receipts of 
undertakings taken into account in the fixing of basic prices for beet; 
\1/h.ereas Article 5 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1358/77(4) provides that the 
amount of repayment in the context of the compensation for storage costs shall 
be ~ixed per month and per unit of weight, taking account of financing, 
insurance and specific storage costs, 
(4) OJ No L 156, 25. 6.1977, p.4 
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hAS ADOPTED 1'HIS HEGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the deficit areas of the Community the derived intervention price for 
white sugar shall be fixed at, per 100 kilograms: 
(u) 54.68 ECU for all the areas in the United Kingdom; 
(b) 54.68 ECU for all the areas in Ireland 
(c) 55.41 ECU for all the areas in Italy. 
Article 2 
The intervention price for 100 kilograms of raw sugar shall be 44.34 ECU. 
Article 3 
l. 'l'ne minimun price for A beet shall be 40.07 ECU per tonne. 
2. ~ithout prejudice to application of Article 28 of Hegulation (EEC) 
No 1785/81 the minimum price forB beet shall be 27.81 ECU per tonne. 
Article 4 
The threshold price shall be: 
(a) 66.33 ECU per 100 kilograms of white sugar; 
(b) 56.90 ECU per 100 kilograms of raw sugar; 
(c) 6.90 ECU per 100 kilograms of molasses. 
Article 5 
The amount of the reimbursement referred to in Article 8 of Regulation (EEC) 
He 1785/81 shall be 0.57 ECU per month per 100 kilograms of white sugar. 
.J 
) 
\ 
i 
\ 
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AfticU:'$ 6 
( 
.\ . 
:I 
J 
This Regulation shall enter intp force on the third day followiilg its 
publication in th~ Official Journal.of the European Communities. 
It shall apply for the 198,/1984 marketing year. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly ap.plicab;l.e in 
;., ·' 
all Member State's. 
Done at For the Council 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixin~ the production target price, the production ~id and the 
intervention price for olive oil for the 1983/1984 marketing year. 
';"JH~ r!OUNCJT, 01<' ':'!IF. EUROPEAN C:OMMUNITIBS, 
Havinp, regard to the ~reaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in nnrticula~ Article 43 thereof, 
HAving regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC of 22 September 196~ on 
t~e coMmon orr,anization of the market in oils and fats (1), a~ last 
IU'lended by Regulation (EEC) No 
4(4) nnd S(l) thereof, 
(2), and in particular Articles 
Hnvina. repard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Hnvinp; regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
H:wj nP. r-eP,ard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee ( 4), 
\·~l1erens, whfm the production target price for olive oil is fixed, account 
sl1onlrl 'he talren of the objectives of the comMon agricultural policy and 
of the ~ont.rilmtion which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
"'P.velonrnf'lnt 0f world trade; whereas the objectives of the comMon 
ar.ricultural policy Are, in particular, to ensure a fair standard of 
ljvinp, f'or thP. aRricultural community, to ensure that supplies are 
available and that they reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
(1) nJ ~o 17?, ~o. Q.lq~6, p.3025/~6 
(?) OJ 111o I, (-.;) o.r no r. 
( .1) OJ No r. 
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I 
f 
1 
\ 
'flhereas the target price referred to above must be fixed in accordance 
with the criteria laid down in Articles 4 and 6 of Regulation !lo 
1"%,6/66/FlEC; 
Whereas, if the producer is to receive a fair income, the production aid 
must be fixed in the iight of the impact which the consumption aid has on 
part of the production; 
Whereas the intervention price must be fixed in accordance with the 
criteria laid down in Article 8 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC; 
Whereas Article 81 of the 1979 Act of Accession laid down the criteria 
for fixi.ng the production aid applicable in Greece; whereas, on these 
criteria, the abovementioned aid should be fixed at the level indicated 
he low; 
Whereas the. production target price and the intervention price are fixed 
for a specific. standard quality; whereas the reasons which led to the 
determination of the standard quality for the 1981/19R2 marketing year 
are still valid; whereas that standard quality should therefore remain 
uncha~ed, 
HAS AOOP'!'F.D THIS RF:GUI~ATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the production target price, the 
production aid and the intervention price of olive oil shall be as 
follows: 
(a) production target price : 319.42 ECU per 100 kilograms; 
(b) production aid 
for Greece: 40.52 ECU per 100 kil~grams; 
for the other Member States: 10 .l.6 ECU per 100 kilograms; 
(c) intervention price 229.92 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
• ! 
.,. 
- I 
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Article 2 
The prices specified in Article 1 relate to semi-fine virgin olive oil 
with a free fatty acid content, expressed as oleic acid, of 3·3 grams per 
100 grams. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 November 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the monthly increases in the representative market price, the 
intervention price and the threshold price for olive oil for the 
1983/1984 marketing year. 
':.'HE COUNCIL OF THE EURQFt;AN COMMUNITIES, 
H!iVj_r·g regard to th;; Treaty establishing the 1uropean Economic Community, 
Havjng regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 on 
the entab1ishment of a common organization of the market in oils and fats 
(l), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No (2), and in particular 
Article 10 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, under Article 10 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC, the representative 
market price, the intervention price and the threshold price for olive 
oil must be increased each month for a period of at least five months 
beginning on 1 January 1984; whereas these increases must be the same 
for all three prices; 
Whereas, in fixing these increases the same for each of these months, 
account being taken of average storage costs and interest charges in the 
Community, the average storage eosts should be established on the basis 
of the cost of storing oil in the appropriate premises and of the 
ha~dljng required for preserving the oil in good condition; whereas the 
jnter•~st charges can be calcula:ed with reference to the average price of 
olive oil valid in production areas; 
------~··-------------
(1) OJ No 172, }0. 9-1966, p.3025/66 
( 2) (. T Ilc L 
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Whereas, to ensure orderly marketing of the production, in view of the 
prospects for production and consumption, it is sufficient to provide for 
seven increases for olive oil, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
F'or the 1983/1984 marketing year, the amount of the monthly increases 
referred to in Article 10 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC and applicable for 
seven months with effect from l January 1984 shall be 1.79 ECU per 
100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the ~uropean Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 November 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Proposa.l 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing for the 1983/1984 marketin~ear the suarantee threshold for 
colza and rape seed and certain factors :relatin_g__thereto 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAH COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 on 
the establishment of a common organization of the market in oils and fats 
(1), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
Article 24a thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commissiont 
(2), and in particular 
Whereas the fixing of a guarantee threshold for col?:e. anrt rape seed j s 
required under Article 24a of Regulation No 136/66/~EC; 
Whereas the guarantee threshold should be in ke<" ping 1-.ri th a medium-term 
policy; whereas, in the ]_ight of market prospects for colza and rape 
seed, the guarantee threshold for 1989/1990 can be put at 3 300 000 
t~:mne~>; 
Whereas, in the light of this medium-term policy and the level of 
production in recent years, the guarantee threshold for the 1983/1984 
marketing year should ~e fixed at ?. 290 000 tonros; 
Whereas the consequences as regards the level of the tc;rget prices and 
intervention prices in the event of the guar~ntee threshold being 
exceeded should also be stated, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REri1JLfiT10H: 
(l) OJ No 172, 30. 9.1966, P• 3025/66 
(2) OJ No L 
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Article 1 
l. For the l~R~/lqR4 marketing year, the guarantee threshold for colza 
aP<l rflnP Reen re-~'Pr:re<l to in Article ?4a of Pegulation No l7.,F:/Gf,/f:Ff' 
ifl hereb;\' fixed at ? 290 000 tonnes. 
?. H t1<e rommunit:v pronuction recorded, in accordance ~Tith Article ?A.q 
o-r P.eP-ulation No 13h/66/RF.C, is greater than the guarantee threshold, 
the~e shall he a 1~ reduction in the lq?4/1Q8S target pricPs an1 
intervention prices for every 50 000 tonnes in excess of the guarantee 
t""'resholti' up to .q maximum of set,. 
Article ? 
'''his T?eP.:ulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
nuhlicRti.on in the Official .Tournal of the Ruropean Communitie::J. 
It shall apnly from l .Tuly lq8). 
""hifl 'RepulAtion shall he hinding in its entirety ann nirectl:v a-ppli.cflble 
in all Me~bPr Rtates. 
flrme For the r'onnci.l 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the target prices and intervention prices for colza and rape seed 
and sunflower seed for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COM.t'!U.NITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
1~ving regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 on 
the establishment of a common organization of the market in oils and 
fats(l), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
particular Article 22(4) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal f,..,om the· CommisP.ion, 
(2) and in 
Havi 116 regard to the opi_nion o:f the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion o:' the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when the target prices and intervention prices for colza and 
rape seed and sunflower seed are fixed, account should be taken of the 
ob,jectives of the common agricultural policy and of the contribution 
which the Community desires to make to the harmonious development of 
world trade; whereas thA objectives of the common agricultural policy 
are, in particular, to eveurp a fair standard of living for the 
agricultural Commu~ity, to ensure that supplies are available and that 
they reach consumers at r'C!asona:lle prices; 
... _ ... ____ ,. __ ._,....,.. ·~ .. ___ 
( 1) OJ No 172, 3U. :,., )_ ~-~(.(;., p.3025/6G 
(2) OJ No IJ 
(-z.) 
\/ 0.1 No c 
(4) OJ No c 
-41 
Whereas the intervention price must be fixed in accordance with the 
criteria laid down in Article 24(1) of Regulation Mo. 136/66/EEC; 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 1(2) of Council Regulation (EEC) Mo 1417/82 
(5}, if' CoiUilunity produc:tion of cc>l&a and· rape seed recorded in 
accordance with Artiole·24a of Regulation No 136/66/EEC exceeds a 
guarantee threshold, there is to be a 1% reduction in the 1983/84 target 
and intervehtion prices for ever.y 50 000 tonnes in excess of the 
. guarantee threshold, up to a maximua of 5%; whereas Article 1(1) of 
Regulation (DC) .No 1417/82 tixea the gu&r&lltee threshold for the 1982/83 
urketiq )"ear at 2 150 000 tonnes; whereas the actual average 
production recorded over the paat three marketing years is 2 218 000 
tonnes; whereas the target and intervention prices for the products in 
question should therefore be reduced by 1% for the 1983/84 marketing year; 
Whereas, application of.these criteria entails fixing the target price and 
intervention price for colma and rape seed and for sunflower seed at a 
hisher level than that adopted for the p_receding marketing year; 
_____ ... ____ - -
Whereas the t>rices of colza an.d rape seed and sunflower seed must be 
:f:i.xed for ~necific standard qualities; 1-1herea.s the latter should be lain 
down in relation.to' the average qualities of tne seeds harvested in the 
romMunity; whereas, for colza and rape seed and sunflower seed, the 
qua1ity laiC! down for the 1982/1983 marketing year meet$ these 
requirements And can accordingly be used for the following mArketing year, 
HAR ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the lf1A~/1984 marketing year, the target prices and the intervention 
~rices for col~a and rape seed and sunflower seed shall be as follows: 
(5) OJ No· L 162, 12.6.1.982, p. 13 
(a) Colza and rape seeds: 
target pricP. 
- intervention price 
(b) Sunflower seeds: 
- target price 
- inte-rvention !>rice 
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Article 2 
~ .. (. I 
(ECU/100 kg) 
48.45 
44.01 
57.98 
52.96 
~e prices ~f~rred to in Article 1 relat~ to seeds in bulk of soun~-, 
fair and marketable quality: 
(t-t) ~.;tt'h an impurit~' content of 2% and, for seeds as such, humidity and 
oil contents of 9% and 4~ respectively in the case of colza and 
rape seeds; 
(h) with a:n impurit:v content of t!f, and, for seeds as such, humidity and 
oil contents of 1()1, and 4~ respectively in the case of sunflower 
seeds. 
Article ' 
This Rep.lation Shall 81J,~8f into force OD the third dQ' tollo'riiil ita 
publicat~bn in the Official Journal ·of the •ropean CoUlUlities. 
It shltll apply: 
- froia 1 July 198, aa reprds colza ana rape seed, 
and 
- from 1 Attcust 1983 as rec•rds sunflower seed. 
!his Resulation shall be bindin& in ita entiret.r and directly applicable 
in all Kember States. 
Done at For the Council 
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PROPOSAL 
COUNCIL REGULATION {EEC) No 
of 
fixing for the 1983/1984 marketing year the monthly increases in the target 
and intervention prices for colza and rape seed and sunflower seed 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 136/66/EEC of 22 September 1966 on the 
establishment of a common organization of the market in oils and fats (1), as 
last amended by Regulation (EEC) N° (2), and in particular Article 25 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 25 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC, the amount 
by which the target and intervention prices for colza, rape seed and sunflower 
seed are increased monthly from the beginning of the third month of the 
marketing year should be fixed for the 1983/1984 marketing year, and the 
number of months during which such increases are to be applied should be 
determined ; whereas such amount must be the same for both prices ; 
Whereas such increases must be the same for each month and be fixed by 
reference to average storage and interest charges recorded in the Community 
whereas average storage charges should be determined on the basis of the cost 
I 
of storing the seed in suitable premises and of the handling charges necessary 
to keep the seed in good condition ; whereas interest charges may be 
calculated on the basis of the rate considered as normal for the production 
areas ; 
(1) OJ W 
(2) OJ No L 
172, 30.9.1966, P• 3025/66 
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Whereas, taking into account the aforesaid requirements, the monthly 
increases for the 1983/1984 marketing year should be fixed at a higher 
level than that for the preceding marketing year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
1. For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the amount of the monthly increases 
in the target and intervention prices for colza and rape seed shall 
be O.S2ECU per 100 kilograms. 
2. These increases shall apply for eight months. 
Article 2 
1. For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the amount of the monthly increases 
in the target and inte~vention prices for sunflower seed shall be 0~615 
ECU per 100 kilograms. 
2. These increases shall apply for six months. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Offid al .Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply: 
from l July 1983 as regards colza and rape geed, 
and 
from 1 August .1983 H3 regards sunflower see0, 
'I'his Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Cour..cil 
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Proposal of 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing th~ guide price for soya beans for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1614/79 of 24 July 1979 laying 
down special measures for soya beans (1), as amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 1984/82 (2), and in particular Article 1(1) and (3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when the guide price for soya beans is fixed on an annual basis, 
account should be taken of the objectives of the common agricul~ural policy 
and of the contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common agricultural 
policy are, in particular, to ensure a fair standard of living for the 
agricultural community and to ensure that supplies are available and reach 
consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the second subparagraph of Article 1(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 1614/79 
provides more specifically that this price shall be fixed at a fair level for 
producers, having regard to the supply requirements of the Community; 
whereas, to this end, a balanced relationship should be maintained between 
this price and the price of other oil seeds; 
(1) OJ No L 190, 28.7.1979, P• 8 
(2) OJ No L 215, 23.7.1982, p. 7 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
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Whereas in accordance with these criteria the guide prjce should be fixed 
11t the leveJ indicated below; 
Whereas the guide price must be fixed for a standard quality to be 
determined by reference to the average quality of beans harvested in the 
Community; whereas the quality laid down for the 1982/1983 marketing 
year meets this requirement and can accordingly be used for the following 
marketing year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the guide price for soya beans shall 
he 56.17 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
'l.'l1e price referred to in Article l relates to beans: 
in bulk, of sound, genuine and merchantable quality, 
and 
with an irnpuri ty content of 2% and, for beans as such, humidity Mtd 
oil contents of 14% and 18% respectively. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply fro~ l Sept.~mbe~ 1983. 
1~is Hegulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member Staten. 
Done I'or the Council 
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PROPOSAL 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the minimum price for soya beans for the 
1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1614/79 of 24 July 1979 laying 
down special measures in respect of soya beans (1), as amended by Regulation 
(EEC) N• 1984/82 (2), and in particular Article 2(4) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 2(4) of Regulation (EEC) No 1614/79 provides that the Council 
shall each year fix a minimum price for soya beans; whereas the price is 
fixed so as to guarantee sales for bean producers at a price as close as 
possible to the guide price, taking into account market fluctuations and the 
cost of transporting the beans from the production areas to the processing 
areas; 
Whereas, in order to achieve the abovementioned objective, this minimum price 
must be fixed for a standard quality and a well-defined marketing stage, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) OJ No L 190, 28. 7.1979, p.8 
(2) OJ No L 215, 23. 7.1982, p.7 
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Article 1 
For !;he 1983/1984 marketing year, the miaimum price for soya beans 
refer~d to in Article 2(4) of Regulation (EEC) No 1614/79 shall be 49.43 
ECU per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
The prjce referred to in Article 1 shall apply to beans which meet the 
crHeria referred to in Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No of fixing the guide price for soya b8ans for the 
1983/1984 markehng year (3). 
The said price shall relate to goods ready for dispatch from the 
_production areas. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from l September 1983. 
?tis Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The PresidenT 
( 3) See page of this Official Journal 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the guide price for flax seed for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 569/76 of 15 March 1976 
laying down special measures for flax seed (1), and in particular Article 
1(1) and (3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (3), 
Whereas, when the guide price for flax seed is fixed on an annual basis, 
account should be taken both of the objectives of the common agricultural 
policy and of the contribution which the Community desires to make to the 
harmonious development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the 
common agricultural policy are, in particular, to ensure a fair standard 
of living for the agricultural community and to ensure that supplies are 
available and reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the first subparagraph of Article 1(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
569/76 provides more specifically that this price shall be fixed at a 
level which is fair to producers, account being taken of the supply 
requirements of the Community; whereas to this end, a balanced 
relationship should be maintained between this price and the price of 
other oil seeds; 
(1) OJ No L 67, 15. 3·1976, p.29 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
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Whereas in accordance with these criteria the guide price should be fixed 
at a higher level than that adopted for the preceding marketing year; 
Whereas the guide price must be fixed for a standard quality to be 
determined by reference to the average quality of seeds harvested in the 
Community; whereas the quality laid down for the 1982/1983 marketing 
year meets this requirement and can accordingly be used for tile followint: 
rr:arketing year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the guide price for flax seed shall 
be 54.59 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
'l'he price referred to in Article l relates to seed: 
in bulk, of sound, genuine and merchantable quality, 
and 
with an impurity content of 2% and, for seeds as such, humidity and 
oil contents of 9% and 38% respectively. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Com~unities. 
It shall epply from l August 1983. 
This Hegulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
rone FC>r -che Cound 1 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixlng the guide price of castor seeds for the 1983/1984 marketinb year 
THB COUHCIL OF THE BUROPEAN COMit1UNITIES, 
Havi!l£ regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
tn part:Lcular Article 43 thereof, 
Having rega:::-d to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2874/77 of 19 December lS77 
laying down special measures in respect of castor seeds (1), and in particular 
Article 1(1) and (3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Htlving reeard to the opinion of the Eu:::-opean Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (3), 
l~hereas subparagraph 1 of Article 1(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 2874/77 provldes 
that a guide price for castor seeds falling within subheading 12.01 B of the 
Common Customs Tariff shall be fixed annually; 
tihereas, when this price is fixed, account should be taken vf the objectivet> 
of the common agr.icul tural policy and of the contribution which the Community 
desires to r.1ake to the harmonious development of world trade; \-ihereas the 
objectives of the common agricultural policy are in particular to ensure a 
fair standard of living for the agricultural community, and to ensure that 
dUpplies are available and reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
(1) OJ No 1 332, 24.12.1977, p.l 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
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Whereas the third subparagraph of Artic:~e l(l) of Regulation (EEC) lJo 
2874/77 provides more specifically that this price shall be fixed at a 
fair level for producers, having regard to the supply requirements of the 
Comn:uni ty; whereas, to this end, a hala.wed relationship shoula be 
maintained between this price and the price which may be obtained for 
~~bstitute crops and, in particular, from other oil seeds; 
Whereas the guide price must be fixed for a standard quality to be 
determined taking into account the average quality of the seeds harvested 
1r. the Community; whereas the quality laid down for the 1982/1983 
markeb ng year meets this requirement and can accordingly be used for the 
following marketing year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
l<'or the 1983/1984 marketing year, the guide price for castor seeds shall 
be 66.39 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
The price referred to in Article l shall relate to seeds: 
in bulk, of sound, genuine and merchantable quality, 
and 
with an impurity content of 2% and, for the seeds as such, humidity 
and oil contents of 14% and 45% respectively. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of t:1e European Communi ties. 
It Rhall apply from 1 October 1983. 
This Regulation shall be bihding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
lJone For the Counci 1 
• 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the minimum price for castor seeds for the lqR3/lqR4 
marketing year 
"'HF. COUNCU OF ~HF. F.UROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Hnving reP,ard to the ,.,rea ty establishing the European Economic Community, 
HnvinR regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2874/77 of 19 December 1977 
lRyinp down ~pecial measures in respect of castor seeds (1), and in 
particular Article 2(4) thereof, 
Hnvinp regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article ?(4) of Regulation (EEC) No 2874/77 provides that the 
Council shall ~ach year fix a minimum price for castor seeds; whereas 
th~t price must be fixed so as to guarantee sales for seed producers at a 
price ~s close an possible to the guide price, taking into account market 
fluctuations and the cost of transporting the seeds from the production 
areaG to the processing areas; 
~rhereas, in order to achieve the abovementioned objective, this minimum 
nric~ must be fixed for a standard quality and a well-defined marketing 
HA8 ADO'P'T'F.D THI~ RRGUT,Ar::'ION, 
(1) OJ No L ~32, 24.12.1977, p.l 
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Article l 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the m.L1imum price for castor seeds 
referred to in Article 2 (4) of Regulation (EEC) No 2874/77 shall 
b~ 63.23 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
The pd ce referred to in Article l shall apply to seeds which meet the 
criteria referred to in Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 
of fixing the guide price for castor seeds for the 1983/1984 
marketing year (2). 
The said price shall relate to goods ready for dispatch from the 
production areas. 
Article· 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 October 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicabl~ 
in all Member States. 
Done at 
( 2) See page of this Official Journal 
For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing, for the 1983/1984 marketing year, the activating price 
for the aid, the guide price and the minimum price 
for peas and field beans 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1431/82 of 18 May 1982 laying 
down special measures for peas and field beans (1), and in particular 
Article 2(1) and (5) and Article 3(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission , 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (3), 
Whereas Article 2(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1431/82 provides that a price 
acttvating the aid for peas and field beans must be fixed for soya cake at 
a level which, while ensuring a fair income for producers, enables peas 
and field beans to compete normally with soya cake for use in animal feed; 
Whereas this activating price for aid for peas and field beans must relate 
to a standard quality of soya cake which is representative of the average 
quality sold on the Community market; 
Whereas Article 2(3) of the same Regulation provides that the guide price 
for peas and field beans for human consumption must be fixed at a level 
which is fair to producers, taking account of the Community's supply 
requirements; whereas this price must relate to a standard quality; 
(1) OJ No L 162, 12. 6.1982, p.28 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No C 
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Whereas Article 3 of the same Regulation provides for the fixing of a 
minimum price which, allowing for market fluctuations and for the cost of 
tranRport of the products from producer to processor, enables producers to 
obtain a fair return, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the activating price for aid for peas 
and field beans, as referred to in Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) 
llo 1431/82, nhall be 51.76ECU per 100 kilograms. 
This price shall relate to soya cake having: 
- a total crude protein content of 44%: 
- a mojsture content of 11%. 
Article 2 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the guide price for peas and field 
beans, as referred to in Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 1431/82, shall 
be 33 .4'£cu per 100 kilograms. 
This price shall relate to the product supplied in bulk, of sound, genuine 
and merchantable quality, with 3% impurities and 14% moisture before 
processing. 
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Article 3 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the minimum purchase price for peas and 
field beans shall be 29.1 'Ecu per 100 kilograms. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 October 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in ita entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the flat-rate production 'lid and the r,uide price 
for dried fodder for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
'l'H8 COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
an~ in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1117/78 of 22 May 1978 on 
the common organization of the market in dried fodder (1), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1433/82 (2) and in particular Articles 3 
('~). t1 (1) and (3) and r:; (2) thereof, 
l!l'lving regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Hnving regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (''3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
W~ereas Article ) of Regulation (EEC) No 1117/78 stipulates that the 
level of the flat-rate production aid for dried fodder must be such as to 
hring about an improvement in the Community's protein supplies; 
Whereas, under Article 4 of the same Regulation, a guide price must be 
set for certain dried fodder products at a level which is fair to 
producerR; whereas this price must be set for a standard quality 
representative of the average quality of dried fodder produced in the 
Communi t.v; 
(1) OJ No L 142, ~0. S.l978, p.l 
(2) OJ No L 162, 12. 6.1982, p.32 
(~) O,J No r 
(4) OJ No C 
t 
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Whereas, under Article 5(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1117/78, the 
supplementary aid provided for in paragraph 1 of that Article must be 
equal to a percentage of the difference between the guide price and the 
average world market price for the products in question; whereas, in 
view of the characteristics of the market in question, the percentage 
should be set at lOQ% for the products referred to in Article l(b), firet 
indent, and (c) of Regulation (EEC) No 1117/78 and at 50% for the 
products referred to in Article l(b), second indent, of that Regulation; 
Whereas Article 104 of the 1979 Act of Accession established the criteria 
for fixing the flat-rate aid and guide price applicable in Greece, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the flat-rate production aid provided 
for in Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 1117/78 shall be: 
(a) for the products referred to in Article l(a) of that Regulation: 
for Greece: 9.08 ECU per tonne, 
for the other Member States~5.78ECU per tonne; 
(b) for the products referred to in Article l(b) and (c) of that 
Regulation: for all Member States : 8.49 ECU per tonne. 
Article 2 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the guide price for the products 
referred to in Article l(b), first indent, of Regulation (EEC) No 1117/78 
shall be: 
for Greece: 174.58P.CU per tonne 
for the other Member States: 178.94 ECU per tonne. 
This price refers to a product with: 
- a moisture content of 11%; 
- a total gross protein content of 18% of the dry weight. 
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Article 3 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the p8rcentages to be used to calculate 
the supplementary aid referred to in Article 5 of Regulation (EEC) No 
1117/78 shall be: 
lOo% for the products referred to in Article l(b), first indent, and 
(c) of that Regulation, and 
5o% for the products referred to in Article l(b), second indent, of 
that Regulation. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply; 
as from 1 July 1983 as regards the products referred to in Article 
l(a) of Regulation (EEC) No 1117/78, and 
as from l April 1983 as regards the products referred to in Article 
l(b) and (c) of that Regulation. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Nember States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
• 
·~ 
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PROPOSAIJ 
CQtJifCII, BEGUI,ATIOJ.~ (EEC} n• 
of 
Rmenilin~ Regulation {PBC) rr• 1117 /7R on the nommon orr.ta!!i!':ation 
of the market in dried fodder 
':"'HB COTTNCTIJ OF '!'HE 'Et.mOPF.Arl COMf.IDNITIF.S, 
trn vinr. rl!?pn. r:l ~o the 'r're,li!t:v est a b1iahing the Europe~, Ecqnomic CoMmuni t;r, 
ann in n:~.rticular Articies 42 ~nd A.3 thereof, 
ifn.vlnr. rep.:aro to the -proposal from the Comtniss:ion, 
H11vinp: re~.-:trrl to the o:oinion of the European Parliatnen t. (1}, 
H~nrinf:' rP-R~rr1 to the Ol>inion of the P.conomic and Social CoJllr.li ttAe (2), 
~fhereAs the Commission h~s ··submitted to the Council a proposal for a 
~f=l.o;ul11t) o~ on thP co~on organization of the market in potatoe~· 
provi<1ing i.n _particttla~ for a system of aid for the dehydrated potatoes 
:ro,~-""!rre·i to in A,rtiele 1· of''Council Regulation (EEC) 'N• 1117/'78 of 2Z May 
1978 on t~e common organization of the market in dried fodder (3), as 
l~nt ~ft'H~n~P.rl h~r Tie~ulat:i.on {EEC) n• 14 3~/~? ( 4) ; wherea.s it is envisageo 
t.hnt thP. rl raft .Regulation.; will not enter into force o.n 1 July 1983 ; 
whP.rP.nr-., i?1 or!i~!'. not to .i~opa~i?:e the continuity of the 9Ystern t>f aiel 
fo!" n~h~.r~r .. ~t£'11 pote.toes, the existing nrranl(ements should b-e continued 
for t'~-H?. JOP~/RI' markP-tirW,' year, 
(1) l {\T I·T. r. 
(2) OJ J.J• r. 
(~) 0\l n• L 14?, '30. 5.lq78, 'p. 1 
(4) O.T N• rJ 16?, 12. 6.l9A2, P• 32 
Article 1 
I . 
I 
f. 
l 
i 
In the third paragraph of Article 17 of Regulation (EF!C) N° 1117/78 
"30 June 1983" is hereby replaced by "30 ·June 1984". 
Article 2 
~his Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 July 1983· 
~is P.e~ulation shall be binding in ite entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
• 
·I 
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Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the amounts of aid for fibre flax and hemp and the amounts 
withheld to finance measures to promote the use of flax fibre 
for the 1983/84 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1308/70 of 29 June 1970 on the 
common organization of the market in flax and hemp (1), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1430/82 (2), and in particular Article 4(3) thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1423/82 of 18 May 1982 concerning 
measures to promote the use of flax fibre for the marketing years from 1982/83 
to 1986/87 (3), and in particular the second subparagraph of Article 2(2) 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (4), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (5), 
Whereas Article 4 of Regulation (EEC) No 1308/70 provides that the amounts of 
aid for flax grown mainly for fibre and for hemp grown in the Community are to 
be fixed each year; 
(1) OJ No L 146, 
(2) OJ No L 162, 
(3) OJ No L 162, 
(4) OJ No C 
(5) OJ No C 
4. 7.1970, P• 1 
12. 6.1982, P• 27 
12. 6.1982, P• 19 
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Whereas Article 4(2) provides that the amo~nt is to be so fixed per hectare of 
area sown and harvested as to ensure an even balance between the volume of 
production required in the Community and the amount that can be marketed; 
whereas it is to be fixed taking into account the price for flax and hemp 
fibres and hemp seed on the world market, the price for other competing 
natural products and the guide price for flax seed; 
Whereas the second subparagraph of Article 2(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1423/82 
provides that for marketing years subsequent to the 1982/83 marketing year the 
portjon of aid for financing Community measures to encourage the use of fibre 
flax js to be fixed at the time when the aid is fixed for the marketing year 
jn question; whereas it is to be fixed in the light of trends on the market 
in flax, the amount of the aid for flax and the cost of the measures to be 
introduced; 
Whereas Artjcle 68 of the 1979 Act of Accession laid down the criteria for 
fixing the amount of aid for fibre flax and for hemp in Greece; 
Whereas application of the above-mentioned criteria entails fixing the am "': 
of aid and the portion of the aid to be used for financing measures to ~romote 
the use of flax fibre at the levels set out below, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
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Article 1 
For the 1983/84 marketing year, the aid provided for in Article 4 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1308/70 shall be: 
(a) as regards flax: 
- 11B.37ECU per hectare for Greece, 
- 355.12 ECU per hectare for the other Member States; 
(b) as regards hemp: 
- 107.51ECU per hectare for Greece, 
- 322.52ECU per hectare for the other Member States. 
Article 2 
For the 1983/84 marketing year, the following portions of the aid for flax 
shall be used to finance the measures to promote the use of flax fibre 
referred to in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1423/82: 
- for Greece: 
- for the other Member States: 
7.69 ECU per hectare, 
23.08 ECU per hectare. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 August 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
. 1" 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing, for the 1983/1984 marketing year, the guide price fo! unginned 
cotton and the quantity of cotton for which aid may be granted in full 
THR COUNCIL OF THE EUROPRAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to the 1979 Act of Accession, and in particular paragraphs 8 and 
9 of Protocol 4 on cotton, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas paragraph 8 of Protocol 4 states that the guide price for cotton that 
has not been ginned is to be fixed annually by reference to the criteria laid 
down in paragraphs 2 and 3 of that Protocol; whereas paragraph 9 states that 
the quantity of cotton for which aid shall be granted in full is to be fi~~·i 
annually by reference to the criteria laid down in paragraph 3; 
Whereas reference to these criteria gives the guide price. and the quantity of 
cotton indicated below, 
H~~ ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) OJ No C 
(2) OJ No C 
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Article 1 
1. For the lqA3/1984 marketing year the guide price for unginned cotton 
Rhall be 91 .. 89 ECU per 100 kilograms. 
?. The price referred to in paragraph 1 shall be for cotton: 
containing 14% moisture and 3% of inorganic extraneous matter, 
with the characteristics required to yield, after ginning, 54% of seed 
and 32% of fibres of grade N• 5, as defined in Greece, with a length 
of 28 rnm. 
Article 2 
1. For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the quantity of cotton referred to 
in subnaragraph (a) of the second paragraph of Article 9 of Protocol 4 
shall be 45n 000 tonnes. 
2. The quantity of cotton referred to in paragraph 1 shall be unginned 
cotton of the quality indicated in Article 1(2). 
Article 3 
~his Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the F.uropean Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 August 1983. 
~his Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all f1ember States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
! . t 
-1 
l 
fixing the minimum price for unginned cotton for the 1983/1984 
marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2169/81 of 27 July 1981 laying 
down the general rules for the system of aid for cotton (1), as amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1982/82 (2), and in particular Article 9 (1) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 9(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 2169/81 provides that the Council 
shall each year fix a minimum price for unginned cotton; whereas that price 
must be fixed so as to guarantee sales for producers at a·price as close as 
possible to the guide price, taking into account market fluctuations and the 
cost of transporting unginned cotton from the production areas to the ginning 
areas; 
Whereas, in order to achieve the abovementioned objective, this minimum price 
must be fixed for a well-defined standard quality and marketing stage, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
(1) OJ No L 211, 31.7.1981, P• 2 
(2) OJ No L 215, 23.7.1982, P• 5 
-
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Article 1 
For the lqA3/19A4 marketing year, the minimum price for unginned cotton 
referred to in Article 9 (l) of Regulation (EFr.) No 2169/81 shall be 87.30 
F.CU per 100 kilograms. 
Article 2 
The nrice referred to in Article 1 shall apply to unginned cotton which 
meets the criteria referred to in Article 1 of Council Regulation (EEC) 
No of fixing for the 1983/1984 marketing year the guide 
price for unginned cotton and the quantity of cotton for which the aid 
may be granted in full (3). 
~he ~ai~ price shall relate to goods at the farm gate. 
Article 3 
ThiR Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 August 1983. 
':'his J:eP,ulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done 
(~) See page of this Official Journal 
For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the amount of aid in respect of silkworms fo:r. the 
1983/1984 rearing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 845/72 of 24 Apri'l 1972 layin«S 
down special measures to encourage silkworm rearing {1), and in particular 
Article 2(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (3), 
Whereas Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 845/72 provides that the amount of 
aid for silkworms reared within the Community must be fixed each year in such 
a way as to help ensure· a fair income for silkworm rearers, taking into 
account the state of the market in cocoons and raw silk, of for~seeable trends 
on that market and of import policy; 
Whereas Article 68 of the 1979 Act of Accession lays down the criteria for 
fixing the amount of aid for silkworms in Greece; 
Whereas application of the abovementioned criteria entails fixing the amount 
of aid at the level mentioned below, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATIOn: 
(1) OJ No L 100, 27. 4.1972, p.l 
(2) OJ No 
(3) OJ No 
~ I 
· .. 
.. 
,·• 
"" 
--7, -
Article 1 
l<'or the 1Y83/1984 rearing year, the amount of aid in respect of silkworms 
as referred to in Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No e45/72 shall be fixed 
per box of silkworm eggs used: 
for Greece, at 84.01 ECU 
for the other fllember States, at 106 ECU. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities, 
It shall apply from 1 April 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal for 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 on the common organization of th8 
market in wine 
THE COUNCIL OF THE :UROPEAN COMMUNITIES; 
K~ving regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas experience gained ;n managing the market in wine has brought to light 
the difficulties which arise from the fact that the price system applies from 
16 December each year whereas the wine-growing year runs from 1 September of 
the year in question to 31 August of the following year; whereas, moreover, 
the application of several management measures, in particular compulsory 
distillation and preventjve distillation, coincides with the start of the 
wine-growing year: 
( 1) OJ No c 
(?) OJ No c 
j 
~ ~ 
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Whereas, therefore, in order to make the management of the market more 
consistent and the intervention measures more effective, the marketing year 
for wine products should be defined in Council Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 of 
5 February 1979 on the common organization of the market in wine (3), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3082/82 (4), and the price system should be 
made to apply for the same period; 
Whereas information and promotional campaigns for table wines on internal and 
external markets could open new outlets for those products and help to absorb 
surpluses; 
Whereas, in order to facilitate the change to using the same period for the 
wine-growing year and the price year, there should be a procedure to enable 
the Commission to adopt any necessary transitional measures, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 is hereby amended as follows: 
1. The following paragraph is added to Article 1: 
"6. The marketing year for the products specified in paragraph 2 
(hereinafter also called the "wine-growing year") shall begin on 
1 September each year and end on 31 August of the following year". 
2. Article 2 is replaced by the following: 
"Article 2 
1. For each type of table wine representative of Community production a 
guide price shall be fixed for each marketing year before 1 August. 
(3) OJ No L 54, 5· 3·1979, p.l 
(4) OJ No L 326, 23.11.1982, p.l 
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2. The guide price shall be fixed on the basis of average prices record?.d 
for the type of wine in question during the two marketing years 
preceding the date of fixing and on the basis of price trends durin,;: 
the current marketing year. 
These quotationA shall be recorded at the production stage on the 
markets in Community wine-growing regions which market a substantial 
proportion of their own table wine production. 
3· The guide price shall be fixed at the production stage and shall he 
expressed, according to the type of wine, either in r;cu per% vol/hl 
or in ECU per hl. 
4. The guide prices and the types of wine to l'lhich they apply sha Li ; ' 
determined in accordance with the procedure laid down jn Art.icle 
of the Treaty." 
3· In Article 3: 
a) paragraph 1 is replaced by the following: 
"1. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal f'."om t~"' 
Commission, shall fix annually before the start of the marketing y<:!ar 
a threshold price activating the intervention system (hereinafter 
called the 'activating price') for each type of wine for which a 
guide price is fixed." 
b) paragraph ?(d) Js r~pla.ced by the following: 
"(d) The harvest forecasts and the information contained in the latP"1t 
forward estimates as provided for in Article 5". 
c) paragraph 3 is replaced by the following: 
"3. '.I'he activating price s}tall be fixed at the sarne stage as the ~1;jdj: 
price and shall be valid for the whole of the marketing yeR.r. ,. 
4. In Article 3a the first paragraph is replaced by t.he following: 
" The aim of the set measures referred to j n thi9 Title shall h0 1.'' 
ensure equilibrium on the market in table wines and a minimwr1 
guaranteed price on the market for such wines equal to at lea~+ e.;-:;e 
of the gujde pri~e". 
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5· The first subparagraph of Article 11(2) is replaced by the following: 
"2. Subject to the third paragraph, the buying-in price for wine delivered 
for distillation under paragraph 1 shall be: 
6o% of the guide price for each type of table wine fixed for the 
marketing year in question for table wines of these types and table 
wines having a close economic relationship with each type of table 
wine, 
6o% of the guide price for table wines of type A I fixed for the 
marketing year in question for wines suitable for yielding table 
wine". 
6. In Article 17(1): 
a) the first subparagraph is replaced by the following: 
" 1. A reference price shall be fixed before the start of each marketing 
year for the following products in bulk form: 
- red wine, 
- white wine, 
falling within subheading 22.05 C of the Common Customs Tariff." 
b) the last subparagraph is replaced by the following: 
"Reference prices shall be valid for the whole of the marketing year." 
7. The first subparagraph of Article 40 (3) is replaced by the following: 
"3. The buying-in price for wine delivered for distillation under 
paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be 50% of the guide price for table wine of 
type A I fixed for the marketing year in question". 
8. The following Article is inserted: 
"Article 12b 
1. Measures to promote expansion of the markets for table wine may be adopted. 
The measures referred to in the preceding paragraph shall concern: 
- the expansion of markets within the Community; 
- the expansion of markets outside the Community. 
2. The Commission shall communicate to the Council before the start of the 
marketing year the programme of measures as referred to in paragraph 1 
which it intends to adopt for the marketing year in question. 
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~·. As regards the financing of the common agricultural policy, the measures 
referred to in paragraph 1 shall be regarded as intervention intended to 
stabilize the agricultural markets. 
Notwithstanding Article 3(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 729/70, the financine 
of these measures may be limited to part of the expenditure concerned. 
4. 'I'he measures refe:rr·ed to in paragraph 1 and detailed rules for the 
application of this Article shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 67." 
Article 2 
'l.'he transitional measures necessary to mitigate the difficulties which might 
arise at first from the wine-growing year and the marketing year beginnjng on 
the same date shall be adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 67 of Regulation (EEC) No 337/79· 'I'hey shall apply until 
31 August 1984 at the latest. 
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Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 September 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the guide prices for wine for the 19R3/lqR4 marketin~ year 
"'HE rOTJNCH OF '11~1E EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Havinr, re~nrd to the Treaty establishing the European Community, ann in 
narticular ArticlP- 4) thereof, 
Havin,'! regaro to Council Regulation (EEC) W 337/79 of 5 February 1q79 on the 
common organization of the market in wine (1), as last amended by Hegulation 
( l~r, c ) 1IJ" (2), and in particular Article ? thereof, 
Havinp regarri to the proposal from the Commission, 
lhvinr: regard to the opinion of the European Parliament ( 3), 
Unving regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when the guide prices for the various types of table wine are fixeo, 
nccount should be taken both of the objectives of the common agricultural 
nnl icy and of the contribution ¥Thich the Community wishes to make to the 
hariTJonious development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common 
a~ricultural policy .<tre, in p8rticular, to ensure a fair standard of living 
for the apricultural community, to ensure that supplies are available and that 
-l;hev reRch consumers at reasonable prices; 
(1) (\T !J 0 J, S4, s.~.1q79, P• l (?) O.J }J 0 L 
f:'~) I).J No c 
(tt) OJ no c 
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Whereas, to that end, the prices valid for the 1983/1984 marketing year should 
be fixed at higher levels than those adopted for the preceding period, 
particularly in view of trends in production costs; 
Whereas the guide prices must be fixed for each type of table wine 
representative of Community production as defined in Council Regulation (EEC) 
N• 340/79 (5); 
Whereas, as a result of the amendment made to Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) 
N• 337/79 by Regulation (EEC) N• , the guide prices apply from 
1 September each year; whereas Council Regulation (EEC) N° 1434/82 of 18 May 
1982 fixing for the period 16 December 1982 to 15 December 1983 the guide 
prices for wine (6) should therefore be repealed, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the guide prices for table wines shall be: 
Type of wine 
R I 
R II 
R III 
A I 
A II 
A III 
(5) OJ N• L 54, 5.3.1979, P• 60 
(6) OJ N• L 162, 12.6.1982, P• 33 
Guide price 
3.45 ECU per % vol/hl 
3.45 ECU per % vol/hl 
53.84 ECU/hl 
3-19 ECU per % vol/hl 
71.7!. ECU/hl 
81 .93 ECU/hl 
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Article 2 
Re~ulation (EEC) No 1434/82 is hereby repealed. 
Article 3 
~his Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official .Journal of the European Communi ties. 
It shall apply from 1 September 1983. 
~his Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Vemh8r States. 
Done 11t 
For the Council 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing certain prices and other amounts applicable in the fruit and 
vegetables sector for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the 1979 Act of Accession, and in particular Article 72(1) 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 of 18 May 1972 on the 
common organization of the market in fruit and vegetables (1), as last amended 
by Regulation (EEC) No 1738/82(2), and in particular Article 16(1) thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2511/69 of 9 December 1969 laying 
down special measures for improving the production and marketing of Community 
citrus fruit (3), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1204/82(4), and in 
particular Article 7 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (5), 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament (6), 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (7), 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 16(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72, a basic 
price and a buying-in price are to be fixed for each marketing year for each 
of the products listed in Annex II to the said Regulation; 
(1) OJ No L 118, 20. 5-1972, p.l 
(2) OJ No L 190, 1. 7-1982, P•7 
(3) OJ No L 318, 18.12.1969, p.l 
(4) OJ No L 140, 20. 5-1982, po38 
(5) OJ No c 
(6) OJ No c 
(7) OJ No c 
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whereas, in accordance with Article 1(3) of the above Regulation, the 
marketing years for the products in question are as follows: 
for cauliflowers, from 1 May to 30 April, 
for tomatoes, from 1 January to 31 December, 
for peaches, from l May to 31 October, 
for lemons, from 1 June to 31 May, 
for pears, from l June to 31 May, 
for table grapes, from l May to 30 April, 
for apples, from l July to 30 June, 
for mandarins, fro ill 1 October to 15 May, 
for oranges, from 1 October to 15 July: 
for aubergines, from 1 January to 31 December, 
for apricots, from 1 May to 31 August; 
Whereas, however, pursuant to the third subparagr~ph of Article 16(1) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72, no basic price or buying-in price must be fixer'l 
for the slack marketing periods at the beginning ,<>.nd at the end of the 
marketing year; 
Whereas, when the basic prices and buying-in prices for fruit and vegetables 
are fixed, account should be taken of the aims of the common agricultural 
policy and the contribution which the Community desires to make to the 
harmonious development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common 
agricultural policy are, in particular, to ensure a fair standard of living 
for the agricultural community, to assure the avaU.abi_1 i ty of supplies and ~o 
ensure that supplies reach cons•.1mers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the basic prices must be fixed by refe;_-enc:e to the trend in the 
average prices recorded during the three preceding years on the most 
representative producer maekets wit~1:in the Communi.ty for a product with 
defined commercial characteristjcs, such as a variety o~ type, quality clnss, 
size and packaging; whereas the buyine-in pT'iceFJ 'lllWt he fixed by rAfereDC'~ 
to the basic price in accordanr:e with Article 16(:;) of h<?gulA.tion (EEC) No 
1035/72; 
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Whereas in order to facilitate the application of Article 19 of Regulatjon 
(EEC) No 1035/72 in certain Member States in which the most representative 
varieties of oranges are different from those taken as the reference for 
calculating the basic prices and buying-in prices, these representative 
varieties should also be taken into consideration for the purpose of applying 
the said Article 19; 
Whereas, as regards Greece, in accordance with Article 74 of the Act of 
Accession, moves towards alignment of basic prices and buying-in prices should 
be made in accordance with Article 59 (2)(a), (3)(a) and (b) of that Act, with 
the exception of pears to which, pursuant to Article 60 of that Act, common 
prices apply as from the 1983/1984 marketing year; 
Whereas the amount of the financial compensation for oranges, mandarins, 
clementines and lemons must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid down 
in Article 7 of Regulation (EEC) No 2511/69; whereas, pursuant to Article 76 
of the Act of Accession, such compensation is to be introduced in Greece 
according to the timetable laid down in Article 68(2)(b) of the said Act, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the basic prices and the buying-in prices 
for fruit and vegetables, the periods during which they apply and the standard 
qualities to which they relate shall be as set out in Annex I. 
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Article 2 
for the 1983/1984 marketing year, the financial compensation for oranges, 
mandarins, clementines and lemons shall be as set out in Annex II. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicnble in 
all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
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A N N E X I 
BASIC PRICES AND BUYING-IN PRICES 
CAULIFLOWERS 
For the period from 1 May 1983 to 30 April 1984 
ECU/100 kg net 
Basic price Buying-in price 
20461 8.98 
23.91 10.37 
21.12 9.10 
21.12 9.10 
22.89 9.74 
23.78 10.11 
19. 85. 8.59 
19.85 8,59 
19.85 8.59 
18.45 7,96 
19.46 8.34 
19 .. 71 8 .. 59 
These prices relate to the following packed products: 
- cauliflowers 'with leaves' of Quality Class I, for the months of May, 
November, December, January, February, March and April, 
- 'trimmed' cauliflowers of Quality Class I, for the months of June, July, 
August, September and October. 
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TOMATOF.S 
For the period from 1 June to 30 November lqR) 
June: first ten days 
second +.en days 
third ten days 
chly 
Au,c;ust 
September 
Octo her 
November 
Basic price 
Greece 
22.13 
20.61 
19.09 
17.64 
18.40 
18:84 
22.06 
Other Mef!1ber 
States 
29.48 
26.94 
24.40 
21.99 
23.26 
24.60 
29.35 
ErU/100 kp: net 
Buying-in pr'ice 
'ireec-3 Ot,her ~~em he:· 
States 
9.25 12.28 
8.79 11 • 52 
7.96 1 o. '13 
7.42 9.24 
7. 72 9.74 
7.81 1 0.15 
9.55 12' 79 
These prices relate to packed 'round' and 'ribbed' tomatoes of Quality 
Class I, si7.e S7/~7 rnm. 
AUBERGINES 
For the period from 1 July to 31 O~toher l9R3 
ECU/100 kg net 
Basic price T<nying-in p:"icP 
July to Octoher 16.91 6.78 
'f'l'J"'~1P. prices relate to the following packed products: 
- elongated aubergines of Ouality Class I, size over 00 mm, 
- p:lobus aubergines of Quality C1ass I, size over 70 mm. 
June 
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PEACHES 
(excluding nectarines) 
For the period from 1 June to 30 September 1983 
Basic price 
Greece Other Member 
States 
ECU/100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
Greece Other Member 
States 
July to September 
38.20 
36.68 
47.61 
45.32 
23.36 
22.61 
29.08 
27.95 
These prices relate to the following packed products: 
peaches of the Fior di Maggio (May Flower) variety, Quality Class I, 
size 51/61 mm, for the month of June, 
peaches of the Amsden, Charles Ingouf and Sant'Anna varieties, Quality 
Class I, size 61/67 mm, for the month of July, 
peaches of the Red Haven and Fair Haven varieties, Quality Class I, 
size 61/67 mm, for the month of August, 
peaches of the J.H. Hale variety, Quality Class I, size 61/67 mm for 
the month of September. 
June and July 
APRICOTS 
For the period from 1 June to 31 July 1983 
Basic price 
44.64 
ECU/100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
26.79 
~~se prices relate to packed products of Quality Class I of a size over 30mm. 
.Tune 
.Tuly 
August. 
September 
October 
NovAmher 
Decem her 
.January 
February 
J\p ril 
Ma;.r 
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LEMONS 
For the period from 1 June 1983 to 31 May 1084 
Rasic price 
45.38 
46.39 
48,26 
41.57 
39.40 
38.39 
37.76 
38.77 
37.51 
38.90 
40,55 
41,43 
ErU/100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
27.45 
28.08 
27.95 
26,55 
26,30 
23,25 
23.-
23.51 
22,88 
23.51 
24.52 
25,03 
'T'hese -prices relate to packed lemons of Quality Class J, size 5".)/62 mm. 
LTuly 
.AuP,ust 
September 
October 
November 
December 
.January to 
PFARS 
(other than perry pears) 
For the period from 1 July 19R~ to 7 0 April 1qR4 
Basic price 
29.06 
27.16 
26.01 
27,03 
27,42 
27.79 
April 28,04 
ECU/100 kP, net 
Buyin,!S-in price 
14,?6 
14.;7 
13.95 
13,95 
14,20 
14.51 
14. 8.3 
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These prices relate to the following packed products: 
(a) - pears of the Dr Jules Guyot and Coscia varieties, Quality Class I, 
size 60 mm or more, fo! the month of July; 
( r.) - pears of the Dr .Jules Guyot, Clapp's favourite, Bon Chretien 
Williams, Coscia and Crystallis varieties, Quality Class I, size 
60 mm or more, for the month of August; 
(c) - pears of the Bon Chretien Williams, Conference and Crystallis 
varieties, Quality Class I, size 60 mm or more, for the months of 
September and October, 
- ~ears of the Passe-Crassane variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or 
more, for the months of September and October; 
(d) - pears of the Conference, Alexandrine Douillard and Crystallis 
varieties, Quality Class I, size 60 mm or more, for the month of 
November, 
- pears of the P.asse-Crassane variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or 
more, for the month of November; 
(e) - pears of the Conference and Crystallis variety, Quality Class I, 
size 60 mm or more, for the months December to April, 
- pears of the Passe-Crassane variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or 
more, for the months December to April. 
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TABLE GRAPES 
For the period from 1 August to 31 October 1983 
August 
September and October 
Basic price 
35.33 
31,53 
ECU/100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
22,75 
19.32 
nhese prices relate ~o packed table grapes of the Regine dei Vigneti, 
Soultanine and Regine (Mennavacca bianca, Rosaki, Da ttier de Beyrouth) 
varieties, Quality Class I. 
APPLES 
(other than cider apples) 
For the period from 1 August 19R~ to 31 May 1qR4 
August 
Septemher 
October 
November 
December 
.Tanu,qrv to May 
BaBic price 
26,93 
26.93 
26.93 
27.64 
30.03 
32.43 
'T'heBe prices relate to tlJe follo,'ling packed products: 
ECU/100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
13.71 
13.71 
13.83 
14.26 
15.37 
16.47 
(a) apples of the James Grieve v-ar:i.ety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or 
more, for the month of August; 
(b) - appleR of the James Grieve, Golden Delicious, Red Delicious and 
Starking Delicious varieties, Quality Class J, size 70 mm or more, 
for the month of Seutc~b~r, 
apples of the Reine des r?jnettes variety, Quality Class I, size 
~s mm or more, for the month of September; 
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(c) - npples of the Golden Delicious, Red Delicious and Starking Delicious 
varieties, Quality Class I, size 70 mm or more, for the months 
October to March; 
(~) - npples of the Golden Delicious variety, Quality Class I, size 70 mm 
or more, for the months of April and May. 
lh to ?iO 
Df>cember 
.Jnnuary 
Fehroar:v 
MANDARINS 
For the period from 16 November 1983 to 28 February 1984 
:Basic price 
Greece Other Member 
States 
November 42.84 46.46 
42.54 46.08 
42.13 45.58 
40.78 43.92 
F.CU/100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
Greece Other Member 
States 
28 .. 14 30.55 
27.73 30.04 
27.11 29,28 
26.70 28.77 
These prices relate to packed mandarins of Quality Class I, size 54/64 mm. 
SWEET ORANGES 
For the period from 1 December 1983 to 31 May 19R4 
Basic price 
Greece Other Member 
States 
December 36.09 41.73 
.Janua r:v 33.68 38.18 
February 34.11 38.80 
March 35.40 40.71 
April and May 35.83 41.34 
ECU/100 kg net 
Buying-in price 
Greece Other Member 
States 
23.49 27.17 
22.29 25.40 
22.64 25,91 
22,81 26.16 
22.98 26.41 
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These prices refer to the following packed products: 
oranges of the Moro, Quality Class I, size 67/80 mm, for the month of 
December; 
However, the recordings referred to in Article 19(1) and (3) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 shall also be made on the basis of prices 
registered in representative markets at production, for packed oranges 
of the Navel variety, Quality Class I, size 67/80 rnm; in such a case 
the prices, po8~ibly reduced by the cost of packaging which is 
included, shall be subject to a coefficient of 1.11; 
oranges of the Sanguinello and Navel varieties, Quality Class I, size 
67/80 mm, for the months .January to May. 
However, for the months of January and February, the recordings 
referred to in Article 19(1) and (3) of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 
shall also be made on the b~sis of the prices registered in 
representative markets at production for packed oranges of the Moro 
variety, Quality Class I, size 67/80 mm; in such a case the prices, 
possible reduced by the cost of packaging which is included, shall be 
subject to a coefficient of o.go. 
N.B. The prices quoted L1 thts Annex do not include the cost of packaging 
in which the produr: t i8 TP_·esented. 
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ANNEX II 
Amount of financial compensation for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
Greece Other ~ember States 
8.73 15.16 
7.49 13.01 
4.94 8.57 
7.44 12.89 
3.33 4.82 
4.06 5.89 
ECU per 100 kilograms net for oranges of 
the Moro, Tarocco, Ovale Calabrese, 
Belladonna, Navel and Valencia late 
varieties, 
ECTJ per 100 kilograms net for oranges of 
the Sanguinello variety, 
ECU per 100 kilograms net for oranp,es of 
the Sanguigno and Biondo comune varieties, 
ECU per 100 kilograms net for mandarins, 
ECU per 100 kilograms net for clementines, 
ECU per 100 kilograms net for lemons. 
N.B. financial compensation is granted only in respect of products 
helonp,ing to Quality Classes Extra and I. 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N• 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1461/82 amending Regulation (EEC) No 727/70 on 
the common organization of the market in raw tobacco 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas under Council Regulation (EEC) No 1461/82 of 18 May 1982 amending 
Regulation (EEC) N° 727/70 on the common organization of the market in raw 
tobacco (1) the intervention price is fixed at 85% of the corresponding norm 
price; whereas that measure applies to tobacco of the 1982 harvest only; 
Whereas the reasons for amending the second subparagraph of Article 2(2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 727/70 (2) are still applicable and are likely to remain 
so in the future; whereas, accordingly, all restrictions in respect of the 
period of validity of that measure should be removed, 
(1) OJ No C 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No 1 164, 14.6.1982, p. 27 
(4) OJ No 1 94, 28.4.1970, p. l 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Arti.cle 1 
The second paragraph of Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) N• 1461/82 is hereby 
deleted. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
pubHcation in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
For the Council 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixinp; for the ·1983 harvest the norm ann intervention prices and the 
~remiums granted to purchasers of leaf tobacco, the derived intervention 
prices fo!" billed tobacco and the reference qualities 
~HE COUNCIL OF THF. EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Ha'!jnp regar~ to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Havinv. re~ard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 727/70 of 21 April 1970 on 
the common organization of the market in raw tobacco (1), as last amended 
hy RP-Rulation (EEC) No 1461/82(2), and in particular Articles 2(5), 4(4) 
and 6(8) thereof, 
Ha.vtng !"f!gard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
H~ving regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (t), 
Ha,ri.ng regard to the opinion of the r~onetary Committee, 
l.fhereas, lrhen fixing the prices for raw tobacco, account should be taken 
both of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the 
contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
nevelopment of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common 
:v~ricul tural policy are, in particular, to ensure a fair stanclaro of 
livinR for the agricultural community, to assure the availability of 
sup1Jlie~ R.nd to ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
lifhereas the norm and intervention prices for leaf tobacco must be fixed 
b". accordance -..ri th the cri·teria laid dol7n in Article 2(2) of Regulation 
(r.:gc) No 727/70 in order, in particular, to encourage producers to 
convqrt to the cultivation of those varieties which are most competitive 
ann most in demand; 
(1) OJ Ho L 04, 2R. 4.1970,. p.l 
( 2) OJ No L 16A, 14. 6~1982, ·p~27 
(3) O.J No C 
(~) OJ No C 
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Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1535/81 of 19 May 1981 laying down 
special measures for certain varieties of raw tobacco from the 1981, 1982 
and 1983 harvests (1), provides for a reduction in the intervention price 
for the said varieties; 
Whereas it is again desirable to fix, in respect of the 1983 harvest, 
derived intervention prices both for the varieties which, before the 
common organization of the market came into force, or in the case of 
varieties grown in Greece, prior to accession, qualified for a price 
guarantee at the baled tobacco stage, and for the varieties which are 
mainly grown in the Federal Republic of Germany, in order to take account 
of marketing practices in that country; whereas, to this end, both 
increased costs and increased productivity should be taken into 
consideration; 
Whereas the premium granted to purchasers of Community tobacco is 
intended to enable them to pay producers of leaf tobacco a price which is 
at the level of the norm price, account being taken of the trend in world 
market prices and the level of prices established by the interaction of 
supply and demand on the Community market; 
Whereas the abovementioned prices and the amount of the premium must be 
fixed for each variety in relation to a reference quality defined in such 
e vay that as objective an assessment as possible can be made of the 
quality of the tobacco; whereas the definitions of the reference 
qualities for the 1983 harvest should be those laid down in Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 1462/82 of 18 May 1982 fixing for the 1982 harvest 
the norm and intervention prices and the premiums granted to purchasers 
of leaf tobacco, the derived intervention prices for baled tobacco and 
the reference qualities (2); 
Whereas Article 87(3) of the 1979 Act of Accession provides that the norm 
prices in Greece shall be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid down 
in the first subparagraph of Article 2(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 727/70, 
increased in four stages by the incidence of the reduction in national 
aids that the Hellenic Republic is authorized to maintain in a degressive 
fashion for tobacco pursuant to Article 69, of the said Act of Accession, 
the second increase occurring for the third harvest following accession; 
(1) OJ L 156, 15· 6.1981, p.19 
(2) OJ L 164, 14. 6.1982, p.28 
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Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No /83 (1) provides that for the 
tobacco sector, from 1983, a new representative rate shall be 
applied to the currencies of cer~ain Member States; whereas that 
provision should lead, as from ttat date, to a reduction, in terms of 
national currencies, of the premium fixed in units of account for a 
substantial part of the harvest in those Member States whose 
representative rate is revalued; whereas, however, it is more 
appropriate to the nature of this sector that the same conditions should 
apply to the entire harvest in a given year; whereas this objective 
could be achieved if the previous rates of exchange for the Member States 
concerned were to be appUcable to prendums paid for the 1982 harvest, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1983 harvest the reference qualities for each of the varieties of 
leaf tobacco of Community production, referred to in Article 2(3) (c) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 727/70, shall be as set out in Annex I. 
Article 2 
For the 1983 harvest the reference qualities referred to in Article 
6(3)(c) of Regulation (EEC) No 727/70, for each of the varieties of baled 
tobacco of Community production in respect of which a derived 
intervention price is fixed, shall be as set out in Annex II. 
Article 3 
For the 1983 harvest, the norm and intervention prices and the amounts of 
the premium granted to purchasers of leaf tobacco referred to in Articles 
2 and 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 727/70, and the derived intervention 
prices for baled tobacco referred to in Article 6 of the said Regulation, 
shall be as set out in Annex III. 
Article 4 
The conversion rate to be applied in the Federal Republ:i.c of Germany for 
the purposes of premiums ir force for the 1982 tobacco harvest shall be 
the representative rate valid for the currency in question before 1983. 
(1) OJ No 1 
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Article c; 
,...ri.9 nP.puJstion shall enter i.nto force on the third ila~.· follm-ri.nr, its 
nuhlicqtion in t!':te 0 fficial Journal of the Euror~an Communi ties. 
'·'his r')f":UlA.tion sl-tall he hincting in its entirety snn directly A.-pplicable 
jn Rll Member States. 
For the Council 
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ANNE\ l 
leaf tobacco: varieric~ and their reference qualittcs for the 1 'l8 3 harvest 
--------------,--------------------
V.mety Reference quahty 
--------------+----------------------
Bacl!sdlt'r Gcudcrthetmcr CI .. ~sl Hauptgut (top qu dlty lc.1f) 
Class 1: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
leaf npe, 'outrd, wrthout hlcrmsh, d.1rk brown ro; tllotrlcd brown, 
of umform length 
t'lhacco gr.tdcd. tJr·d 111 lund' or Jrt t<'llOJ'"r.lry b.Jies \\ nh non-
toh.Icco JTI.ltcnJI 
__ _,_ _____________ -------+-----------------------------------
2 Badischcr Burlc} E Cia" 1 Hauptgut (top qu.1lttv !cat) 
Cbss I: 
Packagmg: 
leaf npe, ~uund, wtthout hl~nmh. fleshv, redd1~h brown to light 
hro\\11, of nntfnrm length 
toba··co graded. ned rr1 hand' or tn tempor.1ry hale~ \\lth non-
toh.lu.n lll.ltl'nal 
25 ''/, 
---+---------------+---------------- --------------
4 
5 
a) ParJguJy 
thereof 
and hybnds 
b) Dragon vert and hybrids 
thereof, Phtbppin. Pent 
Grammont (Fiobecq), 
Scmot;, .-\ppclterre 
Ntjkerk 
Cia's 1 leaf 
Packagmg: 
leaf flJ:>e, 'Ot!lld, wtthour blemtsh, yellow to redc!tsh yellow; varra-
uons 1t1 colour 'uch as browmsh to grt>entsh yellow are allowed up 
to a thtrd n[ the leafs surface 
tobJcco gr.tded. tJ~d 111 h.Jnd> or rn tcrnpor.try hales wJth non-
toh.tccr) /ll.:Ht'r',li 
I 
Cl.m 2 Mtddle bf 
CI.J>s, · leaf sound, with mittor defects as regards colour, texture, or npe-
Pacbgmg: 
MoJ,ture: 
Cbs, 2 Trps 
CJa,, 2: 
ne's but wah ~atisfactoq combu\tJbdtty 
toh,1ccn gt.Jdcd and ned 111 h.1nds or stratght lard (loose leaf) 
etthcr l,·;~f of second length (not cxccedmg 45 em) wnh very 
gummy texture, flesh>, sull lJnd.un.tged; strong and el.t>tte, 
without promrn~nt vcms, well npened producing a II\ ely 
brown to dark brown colom, 
L'r leJf of hrsJ length iCx,·e~Jmg 45 em) w1th a texture snll 
gummy, tlc;hy and 1tdl undamaged; strong, with relatively 
prommt>nt vem~. of all colours except bottle green 
MoJ,ture: 27 ", 
_j P. ckagmg: tobacco gr.1d 0 d .1nd I ted Jrt k1nds or 'tra1ght la1d (loose leaf) 
·---'--------- -------- ------------. 
( 
• 
.. 
Sfri.ll 
No 
6 
7 
8 
to 
Variety 
a) Misionero and hybrids 
thereof 
h) Rio Grande and hybrids 
thereof 
Bright 
Burley I 
Maryland 
a) Kt.'lltucky and hybrids 
thereof 
b) Moro di Cori 
c) Salento 
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Reference quality 
2nd quality leaf 
2nd quality leaf fully cieveloped over 45 em, not coarse grained, lively to fairly 
lively lignt sc .. .:what yeiiO\vish colour, reasonably firm and 
undamaged; reasonably good combustibility 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
tobacco graded and tied in hands or straight laid (loose leaf) 
27% 
Leaf in Category A 
Category A: 
Packa!Png: 
Moisrure: 
leaf sufficiently ripe, without curing defects, open texture, with 
stems (midribs) and veins not too prominent, sound, of various 
shades of yellow 
in temporary bales of 30 to 40 kg 
16% 
Leaf in Category A 
Category A: 
Packaging: 
Moisture:· 
.. 
leaf sufficiently ripe, without curing defects, of open possibly f1rm 
texture, stems (midribs) and veins not too prominent, sound, of a 
more or less lively nut-brown colour 
in temporary bales of 30 to 40 kg or tied in hands of 25 to 30 
leaves with non-tobacco material (fasdcoli) 
19% 
Leaf in Category A 
Category A: 
Packaging: 
leaf sufficiendy ripe, with slight curing defects and only slightly 
motded, of average texture with stems (midribs) and veins not too 
prominent, sound, of a rather lively reddish brown colour 
in temporary bales of 30 to 40 kg or tied in hands of 25 to 30 
leaves with non-tobacco material (fascicoli) • 
Moisture: 19 % 
Leaf in Category B 
Category B: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
leaf fully ripe, of firm texmre, without curing and condition dt·· 
fects, brown in colour, with snmc dJm:~ge, with goml ,·wnhu''' 
bility 
in hands of H to 30 lea\·c~ tied with J nun-tob;H:w m.1h:n.1l 
(fasdcoli) 
23% 
Sen.1l 
No 
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------------
Reference quality 
---~--------------------+-----------------------------
11 
12 
.1) Forchheuner Havanna II c 
b) Nostrano del Brenta 
c) Res1stente 142 
d) CoJano 
Class I Hanprgut (top ctuahty lea~ 
Class 1-
Packaging: 
leaf ripe, ;ound, Without blem1,h, dJrk brow 11 to mottled f-.rown, 
of untform length 
tobacco gradni. ned 1n hand~ or Ill tempor.H) h:tl<·, With non-
toba CCcl 111.1 tnwl 
Mmsture: 26 % 
--------------------------------------------------
a) Beneventano 
I 
h) Brasile Selvaggio and Similar 
varienes 
Leaf in Category B 
Category B. 
Packagmg: 
Mo15111re: 
leaf suffiCiently npe, firm texture or pos;1bly coarse or thm, With 
mmor defects as reg.ud; cunni'( and krmentatton and damage 
m hand; of 25 to 30 le.1vcs w·cl wnh 11on-t>Jha<u> matenal 
(fascl,oh) 
------------------------+------------------------
13 Xant1-Yaka Leaf in Cat~ory B 
Category B: 
Packag~ng: 
M01sture: 
leaf reasonably sound and npe, scssde, of oval or elliptical ;hape, 
stems (m1dnhs) not too pr0m111ent and well-spaced veim, with 
some cunng defects, mamly of light texture, from yellow to brown 
m colour, With marked damage but m good condlllon, taken from 
all positiOns on the stalk, w1th discreet flavour, suff1nent aroma 
and good combustibtlu:y 
The length of the middle leaves not to ~xceed 20 ,-m 
m temporary bale; of 15 to 20 kg or 'stnnged' m cases of 30 to 
40 kg 
17% 
---- -------------------+----------------------------
14 a) Pemsmza 
b) Samsun 
Leaf in Category B 
Category B: 
Pack.tging: 
MoiSture: 
leaf rea<;Onably ~ound and npe, sessile (Pcrusntza) or With leaf 
~talks (S.lm~tm), of ellipncal-l.tnccol.ne shape with fme pomts 
(Peru~tlt7.1) or dl1pt1cal .md rounded (Samsun), Without prominent 
stems (m1dnb,) .tnd wtth veins at a rather acute angle, wtth ,light 
cunng defects, generally of light texture, in colour from yellow to 
brown (Perusntza), or reddish (Samsun), With marked damage but 
in good conditwn, taken from all positions on the stalk, With dis-
creet flavour, sufficient aroma and good comhust1bdny 
The length of the middle leaves not to exceed 25 em 
in temporary bales of 15 to 20 kg or \lnnged' m cases of 10 to 
40 kg 
17% 
Serinl 
Nu 
15 
16 
Vnrirry 
Erzegovina and similar varieties 
a) Round Tip 
b) Scafari 
c) Sumatra I 
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Referenc~ quality 
Leaf in Category 8 
Category 8: 
Packaging: 
Moisntre: 
leaf reasonably sound and ripe, ses~ilc, of oval or elliptical shape, 
with fairly t'romi .• at stems (midribs) and fairly open vein!, w1th 
some curing defe!:ts, mainly of fight texture, trom yellow to htnwt> 
in colour, with marked damage hut in good condition, taken from 
all positions on the stalk, with discreet flavour, sufftcient aroma 
and good combustibility 
The length of the middle leaves not to exceed 35 em 
in temporary bales of 15 to 20 kg or 'stringed' in cases of 30 to 
40 kg 
17% 
Leaf in Category 8 
Category 8: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
lower middle leaf, sorted by length in the following proportions: 
first length (38 em auJ over) 60 % 
seconc.llcngth (from 32 to under 38 em) 35 % 
third length (from 25 to u,11dcr 32 .:m) 5 % 
leaf of convenient size, fully ripe and of uniform colour, sound, 
without damage, fine texture, tensile and elastic, stems and vems 
not prominent, well fermented and in good condition, good 
combustibility, of typicJl flavour Jnd aroma, suit;tble f,,r 
wrapping cigars, induding about 25 % broken leaf 
in hands tied with a non-tobacco material (fasc1coli) 
22% 
-·----+---------------------+----------------------------------------------------
17 Basmas Quality 1/lllleaves 
Quality IIIII: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
leaf ripe, undamaged, sound, well cured, from all posttions on the 
plant excL'pt the first 'prmoman:t', up to I~ .:m lon~. colour 
golden-yellow, orange to ydlow-rnl. With ~oud da~tt.ity, 
shiny, fairly bodied, porou~ stru,·turc ••nd fmc lt'l(ture, "ith ''rung, 
typical aron1.1, good .:ombu~tibility 
Leaf as described above constitutes 45 % of quality 1/111. 
Leaf ripe showing slight damage and/or curing defects, with shght 
disease blemishes, from all positions on the plant, up to 20 .:m 
long, colour light yellow, yellow-green, reddish or light brm\ n, 
with fa1rly porous structure and fine texture, medium ela~ti.:ity 
moderately shiny and bodied, with strong, typical aroma, very 
good combustibility 
Leaf as described above constitutes 55 % of quality 1/111 
growers' bales of 15 to 25 kg, formed in the traditional way from 
two rows of pastals (leaves ~tr;~ight la1d). In the di,trid~ of 
Astakos and Chry~nupulis p.~.:kmg •~ 111 'Jrm.nhudcm;~' 
17 'Yo 
Senal 
No 
18 
Variety 
Katcrmi and Similar variettes 
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Quality IIlii leaves 
Qualtty !.'III: 
Packaging: 
Reference qu.1hty 
leaf npc, undam,1ged, sound, well cured, from all pos1t1on' on the 
plant except the f1rst 'protomana', up to 20 u11 long, col"ur ligl,t 
yellow or or.1r1ge to redd1sh, of porous strucwre, good e!J,nuty, 
shmy, f::nrly bodll'd, fme texture and very good C<>mhu,tthdny. 
Leaf as ,1bove wn,tltute< 4 'i ·:· .. of quality Jill! 
Leaf npc with slight damage and/or cunng defects, wnb ,J,ght 
d1sease blem1she~. from all pm1t1ons on the pl.mt, up to 25 em 
long, colour yellow, orange, yellow· green, redd!'h nr light brown, 
of porous strucwre, mnderatcly bod1cd, rncd1urn elasticity .1r1d 
shiny, fmc texture and very good combustibility 
Leaf as de,cribed above constitutes 55% of qu.1lity !ill 
stnngs arc usually bulked u"ng the 'Ba,k1' <;ystern before p.Kking. 
Packmg IS m b.1k' uf 2 'i ro 35 kg u'mg traditlon,ll 'l\,1l<>11p' 
S}'>tCl11 
Mo1sture: 16 ':\, 
------+-----------------------_, _____________________________________________________________ _ 
19 
20 
Kab,1-Koulak classic 
a) Kab.1-l<oul,1k non-classtc 
Quality I!III leaves 
Quality !/III: 
Packagmg: 
Moisture: 
Qualtty !/III leaves 
leaf npe. undamaged, sound, well cured, from all po,Jtiom on the 
plant except top le,wes, up to 25 em long for Macedoni,1 f.:.1hJ-
KouL1k .Uld to 20 em long for Kar.1tzuva and Konroula, of moder-
ate to deep yellow colour, good el.lo;ncay, <;hmy, of porou; <;ttuc-
ture, fme texture ,md excellent combusnbtbty 
Leaf as descnhed above constitutes 47 '?., of qtJ.lhty !III 
Leaf npe, "irh "m1c ;light damage .tnd 'ur cunng defelt,, w11h 
slight di>L'.l\C hlc·rn"he,, from .111 P"'ltiOll' 011 the pl.1nt, up ro 
30 em long tor ,\Lh:edonl.1 f.:,1h.1-K«ul.1k .1nd 2) ell! long tor 
K::Jr,H/0\'.1 Jnd Kontuul.t, colour ycllo\\, 1l'llc>l\ ·gr<, 11, rl'dchdt, of 
L11rl) poruu' 'tructure .md f.urlv f1ne tn:nnc, 111etl111111 ,!, ... ,"' 
.111d nlodcr,!tcly 'hmy, n.cclkm con1huq1hd1r). 
Leaf as descnbed above comntutes 53 % of quality IIIII. 
growers' bales of 15 to 10 kg, rn.1de up 111 the tradltlonJI form "f 
two mws ot 'arrnathodern.1' 
17 'X. 
b) Elas;ona, Myrodata Smyrnis Quality IIlli: k.tf npc, und.un,1ged, qmnd, well cured, fwm ,!II po,inun' on the 
pl.mt except the top lcdvcs, up to 10 nn long tor M.1cedon1.1 K.1h,1-
Koulak .md Tr.1p<·wm, 20 ern long for El.1S'>Ol1a and Pb1 I and 
15 em long for Myrnd.1t.1 Smynm, of light yellow to reddt,h 
colour, good elasnuty, shmy, fa1rl} pnrous structure, fmc texture 
and excellent cornbu;nhd1ty 
Trapezous, Ph1 1 
Lc::tf as dncnhed above commutes 47 "(, of quality 1/111. 
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Scnal Variety Reference quality No 
20 a) Kaba-Koulak non-classic Leaf ripe and reasonably undamaged, with slight curing defects, 
(cont'd) 
b) Ela~sona, Myrodata Smyrnis 
with slight disease blemishes, from all positions on the plant, up to 
35 em long for Macedonia Kaba-Koulak and Trapezous, 25 em 
T rapewus, Phi 1 long for Elassona and Phi 1 and 20 em long for Myrodata Smyr-
nis, of yellow, yellow-green or light brown colour, of fairly porous 
structure, fairly fine texture, fairly elastic and shiny, very good 
combustibility 
Leaf as described above constitutes 53 'Yo of quality IIIII 
Packaging: growers' hales of 25 to 35 kg, made up using the traditional 
'armathodcma' system or of 35 to 50 kg using the 'Kaloup' sy~tcm 
Moisture: 17% 
21 Myrod.ua Agrinion Quality !/Ill leaves 
Quality 1/lll: leaf ripe, und:tmaged, sound, without curing defects, from all poM· 
tions on the plant except the ftrst 'protomana', up to 25 em long, 
of yellow to deep orange colour, of good clastictty, shiny, porous 
structure, fine texture and excellent combustibtlity 
Leaf as described above constitutes 47 % of quality 1/111 
Leaf ripe and r;asonably undamaged, with slight curing defects, 
with slight disease blemishes, from all positions on the plant, up to 
30 em long, of yellow, yellow-green or light reddish colour, fairly 
- porous structure and fairly fme texture, fairly elastic and shiny, 
excellent combustibility 
Leaf as described above constitutes 53 % of quality IIIII 
Packaging: growers' bales of 15 to 30 kg made up in the traditional way in 
two rows of 'armathodema' 
Moisture: 15% 
22. Zichnomyrodata Quality 1/lll leaves 
Quality 1/111: leaf ripe, undamaged, ~ound, without curing defects, from all posi-
tions on the plant except top leitves, up to 20 em long, light yellow 
to light orange colour, good elasticity, shmy, porous structure, fine 
( .((. texture; excellent combustibility 
Leaf as described above constitutes 47% of quality 1/III 
Leaf ripe and reasonably undamaged, with slight curing defects, 
with slight disease blemishes, from all positions on the plant, up to 
25 em long, colour yellow, yellow-green or light reddish, fairly 
porous structure and fairly fine texture, fairly elasttc and shiny; 
excellent combustibility 
Leaf as described above constitutes 53 % of quality 1/lll 
Packaging: growers' bales of 15 to 30 kg made up in the traditional way in 
two rows of 'armathodema' 
Moisture: 17% 
23 Tsebclia Quality 1/111 leaves 
Quality 1/111: leaf ripe, und.mugcd, ~ouud, wtthont curing defect~. from all po~i-
tions on the pl.mt except the fir~t 'protomana', up to 35 em long, 
colour yellow-red, orange to rcddtsh, of porous structure, good 
elasticity and ~hiny, fairly bodied, fine texture and very good 
combustibihty 
Leaf as descnbed above constitutes 45 'Y., of quality 1/lll 
Senal 
No 
23 
(nmt'd) 
24 
25 
26 
Vanety 
Tsebelia 
Mavra 
Burley GR 
V1rgmia GR 
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Packaging: 
Moisture: 
Reference quahry 
L(;;i ripe and reasonably undamaged, wtrh minor cunng defects, 
from all positions on the plant, up to 40 em long, colour hght 
yellow, yellow-green, redd1sh or light brown, fairly porous struc-
ture, f;mly elastic and shiny, fairly bodied, fairly fine texture, vt'r)' 
good combustibility; includes leave' with slight disease blemishes 
and/or mmor damage. 
Leaf as described above constitutes 55 "!,, of qu.1hty I!Jll 
growers' bales of 30 to 40 kg, made up m two rows of 
'armathodema' 
14 '/'o 
Quahty I!Jll leaves 
Quality 1/Jll: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
Quality A leaves 
Quality A: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
Quality A leaves 
Quality A: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
leaf npe, undamaged, sound, wnhuut cunng defects, from .1ll po'ii-
tiom on the plant except the first 'protoman.1', up to 30 em long, 
colour yellow-reddish or orange to reddish, With porous structure, 
fme texture, good elasticity and shiny, fairly bod1ed, good com-
busnbdlty 
Leaf as deswbed above constitute<; 45 % of quahty 1/III 
Leaf ripe and reasonably undamaged, showing minor curing de-
fects, irom all positions on the plant, up to 40 em long, colour 
yellowish, yellow-green (lemon), reddish or hght brown, fairly 
porous structure and fairly fine texture, fairly elastic and shiny, 
fairly bod1ed, of good combustibility; mdudes also leaves with 
slight d1sease blemishes and/or mmor dam.1ge 
Leaf as described_above constitutes 55 % of quality 1/III 
growers bales of 30 to 50 kg m.1de up m rv.o row' of 
'armathodema' 
14% 
leaf fully ripe, fully developed, undamaged, sound, withe ·• yr:r,g 
defects, from the middle stalk position, of umform med• · ,, nur 
brown to nut-red colour, porous structure, fme texture, excellent 
combustibility 
growers' bales of 40 kg, made up m two rows of 'armathodema', 
no stnngs (leaves loose) 
22 'Y., 
leaf fully npc, fully devdopcd, sound, und.wuged, Without cunng 
· defects, of umform lemon yellow to medlllm orange colour, well 
bodied, fme texture and good combustibility, mamly from the 
middle stalk position 
growers bales of 30 to 40 kg, made Up Ill tWO tOW\ 0 
'.um.nhodcm.I', no ;tnng; (leave' loo,e) 
19% 
l 
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ANNEX 11 
Baled tobacc«?: varieties and their reference qualities for the 19~ harvest 
Senal Variety Reference quahty No 
-
1 Badischer Geudertheimer Class 1 Hauptgut (top quality leaf) 
Class 1: leaf ripe, sound, without blemish, dark brown to mottled brown, 
of uniform length, fermented normally 
Packaging: in bales, cases or cartons of approximately 75 to 200 kg or in 
barrels of approximately 225 to 450 kg 
Moisture: 16% 
• 2 Badischer Burley E Class 1 Hauptgut (top quality leaf) 
Class 1: leaf ripe, sound, without blemish, fleshy light brown to reddish or 
dark brown, of uniform len~rh, fermented normally 
Packaging: in bales or cases of approximately 75 to 175 kg or in barrels of 
approximately 225 to 450 kg 
Moisture: 15% 
-
3 Virgin D Class 11eaf 
Class 1: leaf, ripe, sound, without blemish, yellow to reddish or brownish 
yellow, fermented normally 
Packaging: in bales or cases of approximately 75 to 175 kg or in barrels of 
approximately 225 to 450 kg 
Moisture: 13% 
7 Bright Leaf in Category A 
Category A: leaf sufficiently ripe, without curing defects, open texture, with 
stems (midribs) and veins not 'roo prominent, sound, of various 
shades of yellow 
. 
Packaging: in barrel~ of approximately 280 to 450 kg or cartons of approxi-
mately 150 to 210 kg 
Moisture: 13% 
8 Burley I Leaf in Category A 
Category A leaf sufficiently ripe, without curing defects, of open possibly firm 
texture, stems (midribs) and veins not too prominent, sound, of a 
more or leSlo li\'c;ly nut-brown colour 
Packaging: in barrels of approximately 280 to 450 kg or cartons of approxi-
mately 150 to 210 kg 
Moisture: 13% 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Vanety 
Maryland 
a) Kentucky and 
thereof 
h) Moro d1 Con 
c) Salento 
a) Forchheimcr Havanna fi c 
h) Nostrano del Brenta 
c) Resistente 142 
dl GoJano 
a) Bcnevcntano 
b) Brastlc SelvaggiO and "mtlar 
varieties 
Xdnti-Yak.! 
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Reference quauty 
Leaf in C•tcgor) A 
Category A: 
Packagmg: 
Moisture: 
leaf sufficiently npe, with slight curing defects and only ~lightly 
mottled, of average texture, stems (midnbs) and veins not too 
promment, sound, of a rather lively reddish brown colour 
in ba. rels of approximately 280 to 450 kg or cdrtons of approxi-
mately 150 to 210 kg 
13% 
Leaf m Category B 
Category B: 
Packagmg: 
leaf fully npe, of firm texture, wnhout curing and condition de-
fects, brovm m colour, With some damage, of good combustibiiiry 
in barrels of approximately 280 to 450 kg or bags of approxi-
mately 170 to 200 kg 
Mo1sture: 16 % 
Class 1 Hauptgut (top quaiiry leat) 
Class 1: 
Packaging: 
leaf npe, sound, Without blemish,' dark brown to mottled brown, 
of umform length, fermented normally 
in bales, cases or cartons of approxunatdy 75 to 200 kg or in 
barrel' of approximately 225 to 450 kg 
Moisture: 16 ·~;. 
Leaf m Category B 
Category B: 
Packagmg: 
Motsture: 
leaf suffiCiently npe, ftrrn texture or possibly coarse or r: •• n, witf. 
mmor defects as regdrds cunng and fermentation and damage 
in bales of approxtm.Hcly 120 kg or barrels of approxm1.1tely 
330 kg 
16% 
Leaf in Category B 
Category B: 
Packaging: 
Mo1,ture: 
leaf reasonablv ~ound and npc, sesstle, of mal or ellipttcal ,h,lpe, 
stems (midnhs) not too prornment and well-spaced vcms, with 
sol!lc cunng defects, marnly of ltght texture, from yellow to brown 
in colour, \\Ith m.ukeJ (bmagc hut 111 good condinon, tJken from 
all pn,lltt>n' on the 'talk, with dtscrect fhvour, sufftCient .1rorn.1 
and good comhusnhdtty 
The kngth of the tn1ddle k.1\'l'> not to exceed 20 em 
m smJII bJies of approxtm,llely IS to 50 kg 
1] ~~{) 
t 
Seri.11 
Nn Varrety 
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Reference qu:ility 
-----T-------------------r----------------------------------------------
14 a) Pen1stitza 
b) Srunsun 
15 Erzcgovina and similar varieties 
16 a) Round Tip 
b) Scafati 
c) Sumatra I 
Leaf in Category B 
Category B: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
leaf reasona~-•t sound and ~ipe, sessile (Perustitza) or with lraf, 
stalks (Samsun) of eJiiptical lanceolate shape with fine points 
(Perustitza) or elliptical and rounded (Samsun) without prominent 
stems (midribs) and with veins at a rather acute angle, with slight 
curing defects, generally of light texture, in colour from yeiJow to 
brown {Perustitza) or reddish (Samsun), with marked damage but 
in good condition, taken from all positions on the stalk with dis-
creet fh.wour, sufficient aroma and good combustibility 
The length of the middle lea \'CS not to exceed 25 em 
in small bales of approximately 18 to SO kg 
13% 
Leaf in Category B 
Category B: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
leaf reasonably sound and ripe, sessile, of oval or elliptical shape, 
with fairly prominent stems (midribs) and fairly open veins, with 
some curing defects, mainly of light texture, from yellow to brown 
in colour, witll marked damage but in good condition, taken from 
all positions on the stalk, with discreet flavour, sufficient aroma 
and good combustibility 
The length of till' middk· k.t\ l'~ not to cx~ccJ 35 em 
in smaJI bales nf ;lppruxim.nd)" IS to SO kg 
13% 
Leaf in Category B 
Category B: 
Packaging: 
lower middle l<.·af, sorted hy lcn~th in the following proportions: 
first length (.18 ~m and O\'er) 60 •y,, 
second kngth (from .l! to undl·r .l8 ~m) 35 'Yo 
third IL·ngth 'from .!S ro ttJHhor 1.! .. :m) S % 
leaf of convenient size, fully ripe a.nd of uniform colour, sound, 
without damage, fine texture, tensile and elastic, stems and \'cins 
not prominent, well fermented and in good condition, good 
combustibility, of typkul flavour and aroma, suitable for wrap-
ping cig:.trs, including about 25% broken leaf 
in bales of approximately 70 to 90 kg or cartons of approximately 
180 to 210 kg 
Moisture: 16 % 
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Scnal 
No Vancty Reference <]U31Jtv 
------+---------------+---------------------------------- ------- -- -------------
17 Basmas Qua !tty IIIII 'eaves 
Quality [,III· 
Packagmg: 
MOisture: 
leaf npe, undam:1gcd, sound, well cured, from ,,JJ poSitiOn> on rhr 
pl.mt except tht> fust 'protPm.•rn·. up to 15 em long, colnur 
golden-ytllow, orJJJ~c tn y~llow-r<:cl, with good rbsncrty .md 
shiny, farrly bodrcd, p«rou; sn trr-nn.~ 1nd fmc texture, with strong, 
typrcal .uoma, g:0nd cnnrbusubrlrty 
Leaf as d'escnbed a nove (fill) constrrutcs 4 5o;, of qtultty I! III 
Leaf npc and re'!son.1hly un(hmageJ, With ;light cunng defect' 
and sltght drse.1se bl•'rn!Shes. ur· to 21) ern long, colour hght yellow, 
reddish or lt~ht brown, wtth f:urly porous structure and fine tex-
ture, medium elastroty, moderately 'ihmy and bodied, with strong, 
typical aroma, very g<'•'d c-nmbustthrlity 
Leaf as descnhed ab0vc (Ill; wnsnnws 5 'i ·;~ of qualtty l/111 
bales ('Tongas') of approxim.ncly 3U kg 
Ll% 
-----+--------------1!------------------------------ -- --------
IR K.Henni and simtlar vanetics 
19 Kaba-Koulak (das;rc) 
Quality !/Ill leaves 
Qualtty IIlli: 
Pacbgmg: 
Moisture: 
leaf npe. und.un.1gcd, <>ound, well cured, from .11l poslttons on the 
plant except the frr't 'protomairJ', up to 20 em long, colour ltght 
yellow or nnng~ to reddish, ,,f porou~ structure, good elasticity, 
shmy, f.mly bodied, fme texture and very good combusttbtlny 
Lc:1f as described .1hovc !l:'Il) comtttutcs 45 "n of qualtty l!lll 
Leaf npe wnh ,Itght d.l!n.r~e and dmnv. defect>, wtth ~ltght drsease 
blembhc'., from all posri!l>ns on the plant, "P to 25 em long, 
colour )ello\\. orange, yellow-green, redd"h or lrght brown, of 
porou' stnicturc, mednrm d.l,tton ,111d >him', fairl)' hod1ed. trne 
texture .llld very g<wd cumhmnbtlttv 
Leaf as desert bed Jbmc comtttutcs \ 'i 'Y,. of qua !tty I/ Ill 
bales ('Tong.1s'1 of approxrmately \() kg 
13% 
Qualtty 1/III leaves 
Qualtty 1/Ill: 
Packaging: 
Mmsture: 
le.1f npc, und.lfnJ~ed, "nun,!, wdl cured, from all posrtrons on th. 
pLlllt except top lea\ cs, up to 25 em long for l'v1accdorua Kaba-
KouLlk and to 20 Lfll long f<>r K.uatzova ,md Knntoub, of moder-
ate to deep ycllc•w colour, go<>d ei.J'ttCitY, 'hrny, of porous strUL-
tun-, fme texture and cxcdlcnt cnmbusnhrlrty 
Leaf as descnhcd .thnvt> constitutes 47 ";, of <Jfl.1hty !Ill! 
Le.1f npe \\ Jth ""'"' ,Jrr;hi d.lfll.lg<· .md:,r c-ffnng dckch, 1\fth 
slrghr dhc',"l' hlcmhill '· fro•n .1ll i'"''ti' "" "" the pl.mr. up til 
30 em ),lt1g tor M.lccd«Tll.l K.lh.!-h.ttul.lk .lTlJ 25 e-m long tor 
Kar.lt7m,1 .md k:ontnffi.l, of yellow to redd"h colour, of brrll' 
porom 'itructuic and f.1rriy frnc tnturc, med1um ei.JsttCity, ;hul), 
excellent , nmhmtrhdrt-y 
Le.1f .1s dcscnbed .tbnve unr;trliJtes \1 '',, of qffaltty !!Ill 
bales ('T"ng.1>',1 of .1pp1 """n.Hely JO kg 
13 % 
___ __. _____________ ___._ _____ ----------------------- ----------------
I 
I 
,.· 
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Scr~1l Variety Reference quahty No 
20 a) Kab.t-Koulak (non-classic) Quality 1/111 leaves 
b) Elassona, Myrodata Srnyrnis, Quality 1/111: leaf ripe, undamaged, sound, well cured, from all positions on the 
Trapezous, Phi 1 plant except .vp leaves, up to 30 ern long for Macedonia K.th.t-
Koulak and Trapezous, 20 .:m long for Ela~sona and Phi I, and 
15 ern long for Myrod.lt.l Smyrnis, of light ydlow to rcddi'h 
colour, good clasti.:iry, shmy, fatrly porous structure, fine texture 
and excellent combustibility 
Leaf as described above (1111) constitutes 47 % of qua(;ry 1/111 
Leaf ripe and reasonably undamaged, with slight curing defects, 
with slight disease blemishes, from all positions on the plant, up to 
35 ern long for Macedonia Kaba-Koulak and Trapezous, 25 ern 
long for Elassona and Phi 1, and 20 ern long for Myrodata Srnyr-
nis, of yellow to light brown colour, fairly porous structure, fairly 
fine tJ:xture, fairly elastic and shiny, very good combustibility 
.:. Leaf as described above (Ill) .:onsmute~ 53 % of quality 1/111 
Packaging: bales ('Tongas') of approximately 30 kg 
Moisture: 13% 
21 Myrodata Agnnion Quality 1/111 leaves 
Quality 1/111: leaf ripe, undamaged, sound, well cured, from all positions on the 
plant except the first 'protornana', up to 25 ern long, of yellow to 
deep orange colour, of good ei.Istidry, shiny, porous structure, 
fine texture and excellent combu~tibility 
Leaf as described above (1/ll) constitutes 47 % of quality 1/111 
Leaf ripe and reasonably undamaged, with slight curing defects, 
with slight disease blemishes, from all positions on the plant, up to 
30 ern long, of yellow to light reddish colour, fairly porous struc-
ture and fairly fine texture, fairly elastic and shiny, excellent 
combustibility 
Leaf as described above (III) constitutes 53 % of quality 1/111 
Packaging: bales ('Tongas') of approximately 30 kg 
Moisrure: 14% 
22 Zichnomyrodata Quality 1/lllleaves 
Quality 1/111: leaf ripe, undamaged, sound, well cured, from all positions on the 
plant except top leaves, up to 20 ern long, from light yellow to 
light orange in colour, good elasticity, shiny, porous structure, fine 
texture and excellent combustibility 
Leaf as des.:ribed above constitutes 47% of quality 1/111 
Leaf ripe and reasonably undamaged, with slight curing defects, 
with slight disease blemishes, from all positions on the plant, up to 
25 ern long, of yellow to light reddish colour, fairly porous struc· 
ture and fairly fine texture, fairly elastic and shiny, excellent 
combustibility 
Leaf as described above (Ill) constitutes 53 % of quality 1/111 
Packaging: bales ('Tongas') of approximately 30 kg 
Moisture: 13% 
\ 
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~t'fl.ll 
No 
23 
Vanety 
Tsebclia 
Reference quahty 
Quality IIlli leaves 
Quahty 1/Ill: 
Packagmg: 
Moisrure: 
leaf ripe, undamaged, sound, well cured, from .1ll posinons on the 
pldnt except the first 'protoman.1', up to 30 em long, colnnr yel-
low-red, orange to rcdd1sh, of porous ~tmcturr, ebsuc and >hmv, 
fa1rly lod1ed, tme texture and very good combusnbdny 
Leaf as dc~Lnbed above (1/lll constmltes -!5 % of quality 1/lll 
Leaf ripe and reasonably undamaged, wnh minor cunng defect,, 
from all positions on the plant, up to 40 em long, colour from 
light yellow to redd1sh or light brown, f.mly porous ~tructurc, 
fatrly clastic .md shmy, fa1rly bt>died, fa1rly tine texture, \·ery good 
combusnbilny; includes also le.wes with shghr disease blenmhes 
and/or mmor damage 
Leaf as descnhrd above constitute~ 55 % of quality !/III 
bales ('Tongas') of approximately 30 kg 
13 'lo 
-------i----------------1------------ ----------------------
24 Mavra 
2S Burley GR 
26 Ytrgima GR 
Quality I!III leaves 
Quality IIlli: 
Packaging: 
Mmsture: 
Qualtty A leaves 
Qualit}' A: 
Packaging: 
Moisture: 
Quality A leaves 
Quality A: 
Packagmg: 
Moisture: 
leaf rrpc·, und.11n.1ged, sound, well cured, from all posinon' on the 
pl.mr L''cq't the hr~t 'prototnana', up t0 30 em long, colom 
ycllow-rc·ddi'h or mange to redd1sh, With porous ~tructurc, fmc 
texture, d.J;tlc and shmy, fa1rly bodied, good combustlb1lit) 
Leaf as descnhed above constitutes 4'i% o~ quality 1/lll 
Leaf npe .md reJson:d,ly undamaged, w1th rnmor cunng defects, 
from all po'>ltlons on the plant, up to 40 em long, colour from 
yellowish to redd1sh or light brown, fa~rly porous structure .md 
fa1rly fme texture, faaly elastic and shmy, fauly hod1ed, of good 
combusnbdit)'; mcludcs also le.1vcs with slight d1sease blem1shc; 
and/or mmor damage 
Leaf a~ de.,cnbed above constitutes 5 'i "·'u of quality Ill! I 
bales ('Tong.1s') of approximately 30 kg 
leaf fully npe, fully developed, und.1rnaged, ~ound, well cured, 
from the m1ddle stalk position, of umform mcd1um nut-brown, to 
nut-red colour, porom structure, fme texture, excellent combu~tl­
bllity 
bales of approxmutely 100 kg, cases of approxunatcly 200 kg or 
barrels of 240 to 280 kg 
13 ')o 
leaf fully npe, fully develored, irom the m1ddle stalk pu~t!lon, 
sound, und,Jm.lged, well cured, of a umform lemon ycllm• to 
mediUm orange colour, fme texture and good combu,tihility 
hales of approximately 100 kg 
13 ')o 
-------~----------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------
(t 
Serial 
No 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
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ANNEX 111 
Norm prices, intervention prices and premiums for leaf tobacco for the 1983 crop 
Derived inter-Vention prices for baled tobacco of the 1983 harvest 
Intervention Varieues Norm price price Premiums 
Badischer Geudertheimer 3. 759. 3.195 2.613 
Badtscher Burley E 4 .514 3.837 2 .8?o 
Virgin D 4.403 3.743 2.653 
a) Paraguay and ats hybnds I b) Dragon vert and its hybrids, Philippin, 3.490 2.967 2.415 Petit Grammont (Flobecq), Semois, Appelterre 
Nijkerk 3.463 2.944 2.199 
a) Misionero and its hybrids } b) Rio Grande and its hybrids 3.227 2.743 2.227 
Bright 3.874 3.293 2.230 
Burley I 2.849 
-
2.422 1. 574 
Maryland 3.248 2.761 1. 749 
a) Kentucky and its hybrids I (1) b) Moro di Cori 2.729 2.183 1. 705 c) Sa len to 
a) Forchheimer Havanna II c I b) Nostrano del Brenta c) Resistente 142 3.521 2.993 2.469 d) Gojano 
a) Beneventano } b) Brasilc Selvaggio and similar varieties 1. 901 1.616 1 .394 
Xanti-Yaka 3.645 2.9U> 2.685 
a) Perustitza 3.452 2.76~) 2.556 
b) Samsun 3.452 2.934 2.488 
Erzegovina and similar varieties 3.101 2.4~P 2.302 
a) Round Tip I b) Scafati 16.410 13.949 9.912 c) Sumatra I 
Bas mas 5.503 4.678 2.785 
Katerini and similar varieties 4.673 3.972 2.477 
Kaba-Koulak classic 4.145 3.523 2. 19d 
(ECU/kg) 
Derived 
inrerventaon 
pnces 
4.764 
5.428 
4.969 
--
--
--
4.577 
3.566 
3.951 
3.127 
4.458 
2.436 
4.691 
4.087 
4.308 
3.685 
21.273 
6.362 
5.803 
5.042 
-
(') Pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 1535/81 of 19 May 1981 laying down special measures for certain varieties of raw tobacco 
from the 1982 and 1983 harvcm. 
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~rtal Vanenes Norm pnce No 
-----
2'> a) Kaba-Koulak non-classic } b) Elassona, Myrodata Smyrne, Trapezous and Phi 1 3.240 
-
21 Myrodata Agnmon 4.160 
22 ZIChnomyrodata 4.285 
------
23 Tsebeha 4.114 
24 Mavra 4.015 
25 Burley GR 2.173 
26 V~rgima GR 3.321 
------
lnterv ent1o11 
nC<' r 
2. 754 
3. 
~-
536 
642 
497 
413 
3. 
1-----
3. 
I 3. 
1 • 
>----
2. 
847 
823 
Drnved 
Prrmmms mt~rventwn 
1.593 4.179 
'---~~~-F~--~ 9~-2.332 5.175 
-------- -----
3.319 5.013 
------
2.713 4.918 
------+----
0.943 
1. 681 
2.950 
4.002 
___ __i_ ___ _ 
t 
I j 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) N• 
of 
fixing the target price for milk, the intervention prices for 
butter, skimmed-milk powder and Grana Padano and Parmigiano Reggiano 
cheeses and the guarantee threshold for the 1983/1984 milk year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) N• 804/68 of 27 June 1968 on the 
common organization of the market in milk and milk products (1), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1183/82 (2) and in particular Articles 3(4), 
5(1) and 5b(l) thereof, 
Heving regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to t~e opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when fixing the common agricultural prices, account should be taken 
of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the contribution 
which the Community wishes to make to t~e harmonious development of world 
trade ; whereas the objectives of the common agricultural policy are in 
particular to secure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community 
and to ensure that supplies are available and that they reach the consumers at 
reasonable prices ; 
Whereas the target price for milk should bear a balanced relationship to the 
prices for other agricultural products and in particular to the prices for 
beef and veal, and be consistent with the desired general pattern of cattle 
farming; whereas it is also necessary, in fixing that price, to take account 
(1) OJ No L 148, 28.6.1968, P• 13 
(2) OJ No L 140, 20.5.1982, P• 1 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
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of the Community's efforts to esta1lish a long-term balance between supply and 
demand on the milk market, allowing for external trade in milk and milk 
products ; 
Whereas the intervention prices for butter and for skimmed-milk powder are 
intended to contribute to the achievement of the target price for milk 
whereas it is necessary to determine price levels in the light of the overall 
supply and demand situation on the Community market in milk and the 
opportunities for disposal of butter and skimmed-milk powder on the Community 
and world markets 
Whereas the intervention prices for Grana Padano and Parmigiano Reggiano 
cheeses must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid down in Article 5 
(2) of Regulation (EEC) N• 804/68; 
Whereas milk deliveries to the dairies in 1982 have exceeded the guarantee 
threshold fixed in Article 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1184/82 (5) for 
the 1982 calendar year; whereas the excess quantity has been estimated at 
2.2%; whereas the intervention prices should therefore be reduced by that 
percentage; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 5b of Regulation (EEC) No 804/68, a 
guarantee threshold is to be fixed for milk at a level equal to the quantity 
of milk supplied to undertakings treating or processing milk in 1981 plus an 
annual increment of 0.5%, which may be considered a normal increase; 
Whereas provision should be made for appropriate measures to be adopted if the 
guarantee threshold is exceeded, in the interests of covering the cost of 
marketing the excess milk collected, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
(5) OJ No 1 140, 20.5.1982, p. 2 
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Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 milk year, the target price for milk and the intervention 
prices for milk products shall be as follows : 
(a) 
(b) 
target price for milk 
intervention price 
butter 
skimmed-milk powder 
Grana Padano cheese 
- of an age of between 30 to 60 days 
- of an age of at least six months 
Parmigiano Reggiano cheese of an age 
of at least six months 
Article 2 
ECU/100 kg 
28.28 
360.81 
150.87 
364.27 
443.16 
484.22 
In calendar year 1983, the guarantee threshold referred to in Article 5b of 
Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 shall be fixed at the level of the quantity of milk 
supplied to undertakings treating or processing milk in the calendar year 
1981, increased by 1%. 
Article 3 
If it is found that the quantity of milk supplied by Community producers 
sup}'lied exceeds the guarantee threshold referred to in Article 2, the 
Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission, shall adopt appropriate 
measures to offset the additional expenditure. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 April 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the threshold prices for certain milk products 
for the 1983/1984 milk year 
nHF. COUNCIL OF THE EUROPF.AN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the ~reaty establishing the F.uropean Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 of 27 June 1968 on 
the conmon organization of the market in milk and milk products (1), as 
last a~ended by Regulation (ERC) No 1183/82 (2), and in particular 
Article 4 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Hhereas threshold prices should be fixed so that, taking account of the 
protection required for the Community processing industry, the prices of 
imported milk products correspond to the level of the target price for 
milk ; whereas, consequently the threshold price should be fixed on the 
basis of the target price for milk, taking into account the relationship 
which s~ould be established between the value of milkfat and that of 
skimmed milk, as well as the standardized costs and yields for each of 
the milk pronucts in question ; whereas a fixed amount should be included 
to ensure adequate protection of the Community processing industry, 
Article 1 
1. ~he threshold prices for the lg8~/lgA4 milk year shall be as follows 
(1) OJ No L 148, ?R. 6.1968, P• 13 
(~) OJ No L 140, 20. ~.lqR~, p.l 
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Pilot Eroducts of the s:rouE of ;eroducts ECU/100 kg 
1 55.40 
?. 176.85 
? 273.19 
4 105.54 
5 136.99 
6 405.23 
7 402.29 
A 322.84 
q 540.94 
10 357.99 
11 320.61 
12 98.51 
2. ~he pilot products referred to in paragraph 1 are those specified in 
Annex I to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2915/79 of 18 December 1979 
determining the P,roups of products and the special provisions for 
calculating levies on milk and milk products (3), as last amended by 
Regulation (ERC) No /82 (4). 
Article 2 
"'his Rep,ulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 April 1983. 
~is Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done 
(?) OJ No L 329, 24.12.1979, P• 1 
(ri) O.J W I, 
For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCU. REGULATION (EEC) l~o 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1269/79 as regards the conditions for the 
marketing of reduced~price butter for direct consumption during the 
1983/1984 milk year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUTWPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 1uropean Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 of 27 June 1968 on the 
common organization of the market i_n milk and milk products (1), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1183/82 (2), and in particular Article 12(2) 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having rAgard to the opinion of the European Parliament ( 3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas the system establi_shnd by Council Regulation (EEC) No 1269/79 of 
25 June 1979 on the mnrketing of reduced-prjce butter for direct consumption 
(5)s as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1186/82 (6), applies only until 
the end of the 1982/1983 milk year on the conditions laid down in the third 
subparagraph of Article 6 of the snid Regulation; 
(1) OJ No 1 148, 28. 6.1968, p.13 
(2) OJ No 1 140, 20. 5.1982, p.l 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ l~o C 
(5) OJ No L 161, 29. 6.1979, p.B 
(6) OJ No 1 140, 20. 5-1982, P•5 
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Whereas, given the situation on the butter market, measures are still needed 
which reduce the price of butter to the final private consumer; whereas it is 
therefore appropriate to authorize the Member States to apply, on a permanent 
or temporary basis, Scheme A referred to in Regulation (EEC) No 1269/79 during 
the 1983/1984 milk year, and to extend the special arrangements hitherto 
applicable in the United Kingdom; whereas, in order to take account of 
Community budget resources and constraints, it is appropriate to make no 
change in the level of Community financing for the 1983/1984 milk year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
In the third paragraph of Article 6 of Regulation (EEC) No 1269/79 the words 
"During the 1982/83 milk year" are hereby replaced by the words "During the 
1983/1984 milk year". 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 April 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1079/77 in respect of the co-responsibility 
levy on milk and milk products 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Havjng regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Ifuving regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1079/77 (3), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 1189/82 (4), introduced a co-responsibility levy to apply until the 
end of the 1983/1984 milk year and covering, in principle, all milk suppHed 
to dairies and certain sales of milk products at the farm; 
Whereas the object of that levy was to establish a better balance on the 
market for milk by creating a more direct connection between production and 
the scope for disposal of milk products, in view of the importance of the 
public interests involved; whereas the data and forecasts at present 
available show that the abovementioned objectives will probably not be reacheci 
at the end of the period laid down; whereas it is therefore necessary, fj rst, 
to extend application of the said levy to cover the 1984/1985 milk year ar;.d. 
secondly, for the 1983/1984 milk year, to keep the rate of the levy at its 
present level; 
(l) OJ No C 
( 2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No L 131, 26. 5·1977, p.6 
(4) OJ No L 140, 20. 5·1982, p.8 
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Whereas, to take account of varying conditions of production, it seems 
equitable to provide for the adoption of measures to support the incomes of 
small-scale milk producers, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Regulation (EEC) No 1079/77 is hereby amended as follows: 
1. In Article 1(1), 'During the 1980/1981, 1981/1982, 1982/1983 and 1983/1984 
milk years' is replaced by 'During the 1980/1981, 1981/1982, 1982/1983, 
1983/1984 and 1984/1985 milk years'. 
2. In Article 2 the following paragraph is added: 
"5. For the 1983/1984 milk year, the levy shall be 2% of the target price 
for milk." 
3. Article 2a is replaced by the following: 
"Article 2a 
For the 1983/84 milk year, the Council, acting by a qualified majority on 
a proposal from the Commission, shall adopt measures to support the incomes 
of small-scale milk producers. 
The cost of such measures may not exceed 120 million ECU. 
By way of derogation from Article 6, the rules for the application of this 
Article shall be adopted by the Commission." 
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Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 April 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
laying down special measures concerning the exclusion of butter 
from inward processing arrangements and repackaging operations 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 (1) of 27 June 1968 on the 
common organization of the market in milk and milk products, as last amended 
by Regulation (EEC) No 1183/82(2), and in particular Articles 12(2) and 18(1) 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 18(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 804/68, the use of 
inward processing arrangements may, to the extent necessary for the proper 
working of the common organization of the market in milk and milk products, in 
special cases be prohibited in whole or in part in respect of the products 
referred to in Article 1 of that Regulation which are intended for the 
manufacture of products referred to in the latter Article or of the goods 
referred to in the Annex to that Regulation; whereas Council Directive 
No 69/73/EEC (3), as last amended by The Act of Accession of Greece provides 
for the harmonization of provisions laid down by law, regulations or 
administrative action in respect of inward processing; 
Whereas, the present Community situation is marked by the existence of 
surpluses of butter; whereas only a very limited number of outlets is 
available on the world market and opportunities for the export of this product 
are consequently reduced; whereas it is, therefore, necessary to restrict to 
Community production as much of the capacity available to absorb surpluses as 
possible; 
(1) OJ No L 148, 28. 6.1968, P• 13 
(2) OJ No L 140, 20. 5·1982, P• 1 
(3) OJ No L 58, 8. 3.1969, P• 1 
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Whereasi however, certain outlets on the world market exist for butter both 
exported in the form of products not covered by Annex II of the Treaty and 
incorporated with the products listed in Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 804/68; whereas, for the manufacture of the aforesaid products, the 
Community processing industries have obtained products from third countries 
which are then processed under the inward processing arrangements; 
Whereas the Community S 1.1rplus situation enables Community butter to be made 
available to the industries concerned; whereas, therefore, the use of butter 
from third countries is unnecessary and is likely to disturb the proper 
working of the common organization of the market in milk and milk products; 
whereas, therefore, it is advisable to prohibit temporarily the use of inward 
processing arrangements in respect of butter; 
Whereas for the above reasons certain usual forms of handling, within the 
meaning of Council Directive 71/235/EEC of 21 June 1971 on harmonization of 
the provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action relating 
to the usual forms of handling which may be carried out in customs warehouses 
and in free zones (4), in the geographical territory of the Community of 
butter from third countries in respect of which a levy applicable·on 
importation into the Community has not been charged must also be prohibited 
temporarily, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
1 .. The use of inward processing arrangements shall be prohibited in respect of 
products falling under heading 04~03 of the Common Customs Tariff when they 
are intended for the manufacture of products referred to in Article 1 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 or of goods listed in the Annex to that 
Regulation .. 
2o Butter from non~member countries 9 falling within Common Customs Tariff 
heading No 04.03, in respect of which customs duties or agricultural levies 
have been suspended, shall be temporarily excluded from the usual forms of 
handling referred to in points 7, 8, 12 and 19 of Article l (1) of 
Directive 71/235/EEC in the geographical territory of the Communityo 
(4) OJ No L 143, 29e 6.1971 p.28 
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Article 2 
1. Article 1 shall not apply to imports made under inward processing 
arrangements or to handling operations as referred to in paragraph 2 
thereof during a period of 30 days from the date of entry into force of 
this Regulation, pursuant to authorizations valid at that date. 
2. Member States shall inform the Commission of the authorizations issued, 
valid at that date. 
Article 3 
Any rules for the application of this Regulation shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 30 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 804/68. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 April 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal for a 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
on provisions to suVEort the incomes of small-scale milk Eroduce~ 
duri~-~~! 1983/84 milk year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1079/77 of 17 May 1977 on a 
co~respons:i.bility levy and on measures for expanding the markets in milk and 
milk products (1), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1189/82 (2), and in 
p~rticular Article 2a thereof, 
Having rege rd to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 2a of Regulation (EEC) No 1079/77 provides for the adoption of 
measures in order to support the incomes of small-scale milk producers and 
lays down that the expenditure of these measures may not exceed 120 million 
ECU; 
Whereae it is appropriate to divide this amount between the Member States, 
taking into account the amount of milk supplied in 1981 to undertakings 
treating and processing ~ilk by all producers up to a limit of 60 000 
kilograms per producer, 
HAS ADOP'fED THIS H8GIJ1,A'l' ~nr·J 
Article l 
Fo~ the 1983/84 milk y~ar the eJlocation to the Member States of the amount 
r8t~rred to in Article 28 0" ~0rPlati0n (EEC) No 1079/77 shall be cArli~~ ~~~ 
(1) OJ No 1 131, 26.5.1977. p. 6 
(2) OJ No 1 140, 20.5.1982 9 P• 8 
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Article 2 
1. The Commission shall lay down the objective criteria with a view to the 
division of the amounts referred to in the Annex between the small-scale 
milk producers. 
On the basis of these criteria each Member State shall divide, between the 
small-scale milk producers, the amount which is allocated to it. 
2. Member States shall communicate to the Commission in good time the 
provisions they envisage taking for the division between the small-scale 
milk producers of the amounts fixed in the Annex. 
The Commission shall approve these provisions on the basis of the objective 
criteria referred to in paragraph 1. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 April 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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A N N E X 
Division of 120 million ECU between the Member States 
(pursuant to Article 1) 
Member State (million ECU) 
------------------------------:----------------------
Belgium 4.7 
Denmark 4.8 
Germany 34.9 
Greece 0.8 
France 39.6 
Ireland 6.5 
Italy 13.4 
Lux em bourg 0.3 
Netherlands 8.0 
United Kingdom 7.0 
------------------------------:----------------------
Total 120.0 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 on the commOn organization 
of the market in beef and veal 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 1uropean Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas Article 6 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 (3), as last amended 
by the 1979 Act of Accession, lays down the rules governing buying in by 
intervention agencies; 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1358/80 (4) introduces, and Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 1208/81 (5) determines, a Community scale for the 
classification of caresses of adult bovine animals for the purposes of 
recording market prices and implementing intervention measures; whereas the 
said scale should be applied by fixing identical buying-in prices in the 
Community in respect of caresses, forequarters and hindquarters of certain 
qualities of adult bovine animal when such presentations are offered for 
intervention, 
(1) OJ No C 
(2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No L 148, 28. 6.1968, p.24 
(4) OJ No L 140, 5· 6.1980, p.4 
(5) OJ No L 123, 7• 5·1981, P•3 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 is hereby amended as follows: 
1. Article 3 is replaced by the following: 
"Article 3 
l. Before 1 August of each year a guide price and an intervention price !'or-
adult bovine animals shall be fixed for the marketing year beginning 
during the fol:owing calendar year. 
2. These prices shall be fixed with particular reference to: 
(a) forecast trends in the production and consumption of beef and veal; 
(b) the situation on the market in milk and milk products; 
(c) past experience. 
3· The guide price and the intervention price shall be fixed in accordance 
with the procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty." 
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2. Article 6 is replaced by the following: 
"Article 6 
1. The intervention agencies appointed by the Member States shall buy in 
fresh or chilled meat of adult bovine animals originating in the 
Community and presented in the form of carcases, half-carcases, 
compensated quarters, forequarters or hindquarters. 
2. The buying-in prices for carcases, forequarters and hindquarters of 
certain qualities of adult bovine animal, classified in accordance with 
the Community scale for the classification of carcases of adult bovine 
animals, shall be established each year at the beginning of the 
marketing year. The buying-in price for each quality shall be 
calculated in the light of the ratio between the price of that quality 
and the intervention price. 
3· The following shall be determined in respect of each quality and 
presentation referred to in paragraph 2: 
a maximum buying-in price established in accordance with paragraph 2; 
a minimum buying-in price, taking into account the normal spread of 
prices on the market. 
4. The following shall be decided in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 27: 
(a) the products bought in and their prices; 
(b) the intervention measures and their date of expiry; 
(c) detailed rules for the application of this Article." 
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Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the 1uropean Communities. 
It shall apply from 4 April 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the guide price and the intervention price for adult bovine 
animals for the 1983/1984 marketing year 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 of 27 June 1968 on the 
common organization of the market in beef and veal (1), as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No (2), and in particular Article 3(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when the guide price for adult bovine animals is fixed, account 
should be taken both of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and 
of the contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
(1) OJ No L 148, 28. 6.1968, p.24 
(2) OJ No L 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
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development of world trade; whereas the common agricultural policy aims 
inter alia to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural 
community, to guarantee the availability of supplies and to ensure that 
supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the guide r:'ice must be fixed in accordance with the criteria 
laid down in Article 3(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 805/68; whereas, for 
the 1983/1984 marketing year, it should be fixed at a higher level than 
that adopted for the preceding marketing year; 
Whereas in view of the current economic situation on the beef and veal 
market, the intervention ~rice for adult bovine animals for the 1983/1984 
marketing year should be fixed at the same level in relation to the 
guide price as that adopted for the preceding marketing year, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, th~? guide price shall be 207.09 ECIJ ~er 
100 kilogrsms live weight. 
Article 2 
For the 1983/1984 marketing year, the intervention prir~e shall be ·t 86. 'i0 ECi.J 
per 100 kilograms live weight. 
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Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 4 April 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1202/82 on the implementation of the 
Community scale for the classification of carcases of adult bovine 
animals for recording market prices in the beef and veal sector 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 of 27 June 1968 on 
the common organization of the market in beef and veal,(l) as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No (2), 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1202/82 (3) lays down that for the 
period 28 June 1982 until the end of the 1982/1983 marketing year Member 
States are to record market prices on the basis of the Community scale 
for the classification of carcasea of adult bovine animals as established 
by Council Regulation (EEC) No 1208/81 (4) in parallel with recording 
based on the live weight; whereas since there has not been a 
sufficiently long experimental period and having regard to the 
improvements still needed in the system of monitoring carcase weight 
prices, the application of the present dual price recording system should 
be extended for a further marketing year, 
(1) OJ No L 148, 28. 6.1968, p. 24 
(2) OJ No L 
(3) OJ No L 140, 20. 5.1982, p.35 
(4) OJ No L 123, 1· 5-1981, P• 3· 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1202/82 "1982/1983 marketing year" is 
hereby replaced by "1983/1984 marketing year". 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 4 April 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done For the Council 
The President 
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PROPOSAL 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
on the grant of a premium for the birth of calves in Greece, Ireland, Italy 
and Northern Ireland and amending Regulation (EEC) No 1201/82 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Havjng regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1201/82 (3) provided for the grant of a 
premium for the birth of calves in Greece, Ireland, Italy and Northern Ireland 
during the 1982/1983 marketing year; 
Whereas the situation of farmers in those Community regions did not improve 
appreciably during the said marketing year and a similar measure should 
accordingly be adopted for the 1983/1984 marketing year; whereas Article 1(1) 
of Regulation (EEC) No 1201/82 should consequently be amended, 
(l) OJ Ilo C 
( 2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No L 140, 20.5.1982, P• 34. 
• 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
In Article 1(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 1201/82 "1982/83 marketing year" is 
hereby replaced by "1983/1984 marketing year". 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the £uropean Communitis. 
It shall apply from 4 April 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
on the grant of an additional premium for maintaining suckler cows jn 
Ireland and Northern Ireland and amending Regulation (EEC)No 1199/82 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European ParliHment (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2)~ 
Whereas provision was made in Council Regulation (EEC) No 1199/82 (3) for the 
granting of an additional premium for maintaining suckler cows in Ireland and 
Northern Ireland, in so far as the Member States concerned did not grant 
nationally the additional premium referred to in Article 3 (2) of CouncH 
Regulation (EEC) No 1357/80 of 5 June 1980 introducing a system of premiums 
for maintaining suckler cows (4), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1198/82 ( 5); 
Whereas the situation of farmers in those regions of the Co~~unity has not 
.improved appreciably during the marketing year and an identical measure shcuJ.c 
accordingly be adopted for the 1983/1984 marketing year; 
--------~-(l) O,J No c 
(2) 0.] No c 
(3) OJ No 1 140, 20. 5·1982, p.:;o 
(4) OJ No T 140, 5· 6.1980, p.l "' (5) OJ No I, 140, 20. 5-1982, p.28 
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Whereas Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1199/82 should therefore be amended, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
In the second paragraph of Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 1199/82 "1982/1983 
marketing year" is hereby replaced by "1983/1984 marketing year". 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 4 April 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
extending, for the 1983/1984 marketing year, the grant of a premium 
provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 1200/82 for the slaughter of 
certain adult bovine animals for slaughter in the United Kingdom 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the huropean Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Co~~ission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
l~ving regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas the United Kingdom has in recent marketing years applied the system of 
slaughter premiums in respect of certain adult bovine animals for slaughter; 
whereas it should be authorized to continue to grant the premium for a further 
marketing year and the application of the provisions of Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 1200/82 ( 3) should therefore be extended, 
(1) OJ No C 
( 2) OJ No C 
(3) OJ No L 140, 20. 5·1982, p.32 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The application of Regulation (EEC) No 1200/82 is hereby extended for the 
1983/1984 marketing year. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 4 April 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing for the 1983/198~ marketing year the basic price, 
the intervention prices and the reference prices for sheep~eat 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
------, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 1837/80 of 27 June 1980 on the 
common organization of the market in sheepmeat and goatmeat (1), as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1195/82 (2), and in particular Articles 3 (1) 
and 7 (6) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Havin~ regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when the basic price for sheep carcases is fixed, account should be 
taken both of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the 
contribution the Community wishes to make to the harmonious development (\ 1 
world trade ; whereas the main objectives of the common agricultural policy 
are to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community, to 
guarantee the availability of supplies and to ensure that supplies reach 
consumers at reasonable prices ; 
Whereas the basic price must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid 
down in Article 3 (2) of Regulation (EEC) N° 1837/80 ; whereas it should be 
fixed for the 1983/1984 marketing year at a level exceeding that fixed for the 
preceding marketing year; whereas the intervention prices correspond to a 
percentage of the basic price ; 
(1) r')J n· L 1R3, 16.7.1980, po 1 
( 2) 0.1 No L 140, 20.5.1982 p.22 
('~) 
( t1.) 
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Whereas the reference prices must be fixed in accordance with the criteria 
laid clown in Article ? (4)(b) of Regulation (EEC) W l8"i7 /80, which provides 
inter alia for the convergence of those prices in order to achieve a single 
rommunity reference price after a certain perior, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the 198?/84 marketing year, in the sheepmeat sector 
432.36 
1. the hasic price is hereby fixed at F.CU per 100 kilograms carcase weight; 
367.51 
~. the intervention price shall be ECU per 100 kilograms carcase weight; 
"i. the derived intervention price applicable in region 4 is hereby fixed 
at347.70 ECU per 100 kilograms carcase weight; 
4. the reference prices a. re here by fixed at 
441.76ECU per 100 kilograms ca.rca.se weight for region 1, 
432.36F.CU per 100 kilograms ca.rcase weight for region 2, 
4.'2. 96ECU per 100 kilograms carcase weight for region 3, 
421 .40ECU per 100 kilo?rams carcase weight for region 4, 
- 416.07F.CU per 100 kilograms carcase weight for region 5, 
416.07ECU per 100 kilograms carcase weight for region 6, 
441.76F!CU per 100 kilograms carcase weight for region 1· 
Article 2 
The prices referred to in Article 1 (1), (2) and (3) shall be seasonally 
ao ,iustpo in accordance with the table given in the Annex. 
- 147 a -
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 4 April 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
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AN N E X 
(ECU/100 kg - carcase weight) 
Week beginning Week No Basic price Intervention price 
Derived inter-
vention price 
4 April 1983 1 471.26 400,57 380.76 
11 " 2 475.64 404,..29 384.48 
18 " 3 475.28 403.99 384.18 
25 " 4 474.81 403,59 383.78 
2 May 5 472.92 401.98 382.17 
9 " 6 471.13 400 .. 46 380.65 
16 " 7 467.60 397,46 377.65 
23 " 8 466.42 396.46 376.65 
30 " 9 462.63 393.24 373.43 
6 June 10 459.80 390.83 371.02 
13 " 11 456.95 388.41 368.60 
20 II 12 454.38 386.22 366.41 
27 " 13 450.49 382.92 363.11 
4 July 14 444.97 378.22 358.41 
11 " 15 439 .21 373.33 353.52 
18 " 16 434.52 369.34 349.53 
25 II 17 429.32 364.92 345.11 
1 August 18 424.55 360.87 341.06 
8 II 19 419.71 356.75 336.94 
15 II 20 412.49 350.62 330.81 
22 II 21 408.15 346.93 327.12 
29 II 22 403.14 342.67 322.86 
5 September 23 399.00 339.15 319.34 
12 II 24 395.45 336.13 316.32 
19 " 25 392.68 333.78 313.97 
26 II 26 391 .80 333,03 313.22 
-
3 October 27 390,50 331 .93 312.12 
10 II 28 389.81 331,34 311 .53 
17 II 29 389.81 331.34 311 .53 
24 II 30 389 .. 81 331.34 311.53 
31 " 31 391 .43 332.72 312.91 
7 November 32 393.79 334 .. 72 314.91 
14 " 33 396.28 336.84 317.03 
21 II 34 398.94 339.10 319.29 
28 II 35 401.90 341.62 321.81 
5 December 36 405.90 345.02 325 .21 
12 II 37 410.95 349.31 329.50 
19 " 38 416.82 354.30 334.49 
26 II 39 421.23 358.05 338.24 
2 January 1984 40 424.80 361.08 341.27 
9 " 41 428,30 364.06 344.25 
.16 II 42 431,06 366.40 346.59 
23 II 43 434,27 369.13 349.32 
30 II 44 439,06 373,20 353.39 
6 February 45 443,80 377,23 357.42 
13 II 46 446.55 379.57 359.76 
20 II 47 451 .36 383.66 363.85 
27 II 48 457.02 388.47 368.66 
5 March 49 461,73 392.47 372.66 
12 II 50 466 .. 58 396.59 376.78 
19 II 51 471,32 400.62 380.81 
26 II 52 475,64 404.29 384 .. 48 
r 
I 
i 
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PROFOSAL FOR A 
COUNCIL RE~ULATION (EEC) No 
of 
fixing the basic price an1 the standard quality for slaughtered pigs 
for the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIFS, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 275qj75 of 29 October 1975 on 
the common organization of the market in pigmeat (1), as last amended by 
Regulation (F.F.C) No 296n/RO (2), and in particular Article 4(4) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas, when the basic price for slaughtered pigs is fixed, account should 
be taken of the objectives of the common agricultural policy and of the 
contribution which the Community desires to make to the harmonious 
development of world trade; whereas the objectives of the common 
agricultural policy are in particular to ensure a fair standard of living 
for the agricultural community, to ensure that supplies are available and 
that they reach consumers at reasonable prices; 
Whereas the basic price must be fixed in accordance with the criteria laid 
down in Article 4(1) of Regulation (EEC) No ?7~9/75 for a standard quality 
defined according to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2760/75 of 29 October 1975 
determining the Community scele for grading pig carcases (5); 
(1) OJ No L 282, 1.11.1975, P• 1 (?) OJ No L ~o7,1R.11.1qso, P• 5 (3) OJ No c 
(4) OJ No c 
(5) OJ No L ?82, 1.11.1975, P• 10 
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Whereas the most representative class and categories of weight in 
Community production should be taken as the standard quality; 
Whereas the application of those criteria results in the basic price being 
fixed at a level higher than that adopted for the previous period, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
For the period 1 November 1983 to 31 October 1984 the basic price for 
slaughtered pigs of the standard quality shall be 2053.87 ECU per tonne. 
Article 2 
The standard quality shall be the quality for pig caresses of Class II of 
the Community scale for grading pig caresses laid down by Regulation (EEC) 
No 2760/75, excluding those caresses with a weight of less than 
70 kilograms and those with a weight equal to or greater than 160 kilograms. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply as from 1 November 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REt;ULATI01; (EEC) No 
of 
amending the Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 on the common 
.£TJ2!l_!lization of the market in seeds 
THE COUNCIL OF THF. EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
;{avi.ng regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
Having regard to Counci 1 Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 of 26 October 1971 on the 
common organization of the market in seeds (1), as last amended by Regulation 
(:SFJC) Ko 3808/81 (2), and in particular Article 3(4) thereof, 
llDvi.ng regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
~~ereas the cultivation of certain grasses of the genus Agrostis and the 
species Phleum bertolonii, certo.in legumes (Trifolium alexandrinum, Trifolium 
incarnatum, Trifolium resupinatum, Trifolium hybridum and Medicago lupulina) 
~n~ ~ertain specLes of Cruciferae is of conAiderable economic importance in 
s0m~ regions of th~ Community; 
Wh~reas the production of such seeds is facing competition from other seeds 
which qua:ify for Community aid; 
1-il1ereas, becBu.se of clJAt competition, the cultivation of the seeds referred to 
above cannot ensure F.t feir return to producers and may decline, despite the 
d~~and for a11 of those seeds which exists on the market; 
(l) OJ No 1 246, 5.11.1971~ 1 
(2) OJ No L 382, 31.12.1981, ~· 37 
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Whereas, provision should therefore be madey through the granting of aid, for 
encouraging the production of basic and certified seed of the species referred 
to above; whereas these species should accord 4 ngly be included in the Annex 
to Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71; 
Whereas it has been ascertained that there has been a substantial increase in 
recent marketing years in the production of seeds of the species Pisum sativum 
and Vicia faba such as to disrupt the Community market in fodder seeds; 
whereas, with effect from the 1984/1985 marketing year, these two species 
should accordingly be deleted from the Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 
listing the species qualifying for production aid, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
The Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 is hereby replaced by the Annex to 
this Regulation. 
Article 2 
With effect from the 1984/1985 marketing year the species Pisum sativum and 
Vicia faba shall be deleted from the Annex referred to in Article 1. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 July 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
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ANNEX 
: CCT Heading No Description 
:------------------:-----------------------------------------------------------: 
10.01 A 
10.06 A 
ex 12.01 A 
ex 12.03 C 
1. CERES 
Triticum spelta L. 
Oryza sativa L. 
2. OLEAGINEAE 
Linum usitatissimum L. (textile flax) 
Linum usitatissimum L. (linseed) 
Cannabis sativa L. (monoica) 
3· GRAMINEAE 
Agrostis canina L. 
Agrostis gigantea Roth. 
Agrostis stolonifera L. 
Agrostis tenuis Sibth. 
Arrhenatherum elatius (L.) Beauv. ex. J. et C. Presl. 
Dactylis glomerata L. 
Festuca arundinacea Schreb. 
Fes tuca ovina L. 
Festuca pratensis Huds. 
Festuca rubra L. 
Lolium multiflorum Lam. 
Lolium perenne L. 
- of high persistence, late or medium late 
- new varieties and others 
- of low persistence, medium late, medium early 
Lolium x hybridum Hausskn. 
Phleum Bertolonii (PC) 
Phleum pratense L. 
Poa nemoralis L. 
Poa pratensis 1. 
Poa tri vialis 1. 
or early 
-~ 1-.54 -
: CCT Heading No Description 
:------------------:----------------------------------------------------------: 
ex 07.05 A I 
ex 07.05 A III 
ex 12.03 C 
ex 12.03 D 
4. LEGUMINOSAE 
Pisum sativum L. (partim) (field peas) 
Vicia faba L. (partim) (field beans) 
Medicago lupulina L. 
Medicago sativa L. (ecotypes) 
Medicago sativa L. (varieties) 
Trifolium alexandrinum L. 
Trifolium hybridum L. 
Trifolium pratenae L. 
Trifolium repens L. 
Trifolium repens L. var. giganteum 
Trifolium resupinatum L. 
Vicia sativa L. 
CRUCIFERACEAE 
Brassica napus L. var. napobrassica (L) Peterm. 
Brassica oleracea L. convar. acephala (DC) 
Raphanus sativus L. spp. oleifera (DC) Metzg. 
! 
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Proposal 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
\ 
I ( 
I 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1660/81 fixing the amounts of aid 
granted for seeds for the 1982/1983 and 1983/1984 marketing years 
'I'HE COUNC J L OF' 'rHE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regurd to the Treaty establishing the Ji~uropean Economic Community, and 
in partjcular Article 43 thereof, 
flavin~< refJJ.rrl to Council Regulation (EEC) l~o ?358/71 of 2!) October 1971 on the 
common organi7.aUon of the market in sePds (l), as la8t amended by Regu]AtjorJ 
( EEC) No ~808/t<l (;?), and in particular Arbcle 3(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1660/81 (4), as amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 3809/bl (5), fixes the amounts of aid granted for seeds for the 
19B?/l983 and 1983/1984 marketing years; whereas for those marketing years 
the amounts of aid in respect of Greece are laid down in accordance with 
CouncH Regulation (Et;C) No 699/81 (6); whereas in the case of products which 
rlid not qualify for Community aid in Greece on the day of accession the 
amounts of aj d applicable in that country in respect of the 1982/1983 and 
·1 9W5/l984 mH rketing years are fixed at a quarter and a third respectively of 
the Community aid applicable for the marketing years in question; 
( 1) OJ No L 246, 5-ll-1971, P• 1 
( 2) O.J No L )8~-. 31. 12. 1981 , P• 37 
(3) (),) l~o L 
(4) OJ No L lbn, 24· 6.1981, P• 3 
(5) OJ No L 382, 31.12.1981' P• 41 
(6) OJ No L 74, 20. 3-1981' P• 1 
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Whereas it is not possible, with the method of calculation chosen, to ensure 
that the move towards alignment of the amounts of aid for Greece on those for 
other Member States will be the same for all products; whereas, indeed, the 
application of that method results in an unfavourable situation for products 
which did not qualify for Community aid in Greece on the day of accession; 
whereas, if Article 68 of the 1979 Act of Accession is to be interpreted 
correctly and the amounts of aid in respect of the different products allowed 
to move towards alignment in a uniform manner, the amounts of aid fixed for 
Greece should be those laid down in the Annex hereto, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Article 1 
The Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 1660/81 is hereby replaced by the Annex to 
this Regulation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 July 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
) 
i 
I 
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ANNEX 
1982/1983 and 1983/1984 marketing years 
( ECU per 100 kg) 
:---------------:----------------------------:---------------------------------
Amount of aid 
CCT heading Description :---------------------------------: 
Number :Community Greece 
. of Nine : 1982/1983: 1983/1984: . 
:---------------:----------------------------:-----------:----------:----------: 
1. CERES 
10.01 A Triticum spelta L. 10.0 10.0 10.0 
10.06 A Oryza sativa L. 13-3 5-l 7-8 
2. OLEAGINEAE 
ex 12.01 A Linum usitatissimum L. 
(textile flax) 19.6 7-6 11.6 
Linum usitatissimum L. 
(linseed) 15.5 6.0 9-2 
Cannabis sativa L. 
(monoica) 14.2 5·5 8.4 
3· GRAMINEAE . . 
ex 12.03 C Arrhenatherum elatius( L): 
Beauv.ex. J. et C. Presl.: 46.6 17-7 27-3 
Dactylis glomerata L. 37-8 14.6 22.3 
Festuca arundinacea 
Schreb. 40-9 15.6 24.0 
Festuca ovina L. 29-7 11.3 17-4 
Festuca pratensis Huds. 29-7 11.5 17.6 
Festuca rubra L. 25.6 9-9 15.1 
Lolium multiflorum Lam. 14.6 5-7 8.7 
Lolium perenne L. 
- of high persistence, 
late or medium late 24-3 9-4 14-3 
- new varieties and 
others 18.9 7-3 11.2 
- of low persistence, 
medium late, medium 
early or early 13-3 5.2 7• C) 
Lolium x hybridum 
Hausskn. 14.6 5-7 8.7 
Phleum pratense L. 60.8 23-5 35-9 
Poa nemoralis L. 27-0 10.4 16.0 
Poa pratensis L. 27.0 10.4 16.0 
Poa trivialis L. 27-0 10.4 16.0 
4- LEGUMINOSAE : 
ex 07.05 A I Pi sum sati vum L. (partim): 
(field pea) 5-4 5-4 5-4 
ex 07.05 A III: Vicia faba L. (partim) 
(field beans) 6.1 2.4 4-9 
ex 12.03 c Medicago sativa L. 
(ecotypes) 13-5 5-2 8.0 
Medicago sativa IJo 
(varieties) 24-3 9-4 14-4 
Trifolium pratense L. 35-1 13.6 20.8 
Trifolium repens L. 47-0 17-9 27.6 
Trifolium repens L. var.: 
giganteum 47-0 17-9 27.6 
Vicia sativa L. 21.6 14.0 16.5 
:---------------:----------------------------:-----------:----------:----------: 
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Proposal 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 
ot 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1660/81 fixing the amounts of aid 
granted for seeds for the 1982/1983 and 1983/1984 marketing years 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Article 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 of 26 October 1971 on the 
common organization of the market in seeds (1), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No (2), and in particular Article 3(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (4), 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No /83 extended the list of products qualifying 
for production aid to include certain Gramineae, Leguminosae and certain 
species of Cruciferaceae falling within Common Customs Tariff heading 12.03; 
Whereas the market situation in the Community and its probable future 
development are not such as to provide a fair income for growers of the 
species referred to in Regulation (EEC) No /83 which will be sold during 
the 1983/1984 marketing year; whereas part of the production costs should 
therefore be offset by aid; 
(1) OJ No L 246, 5.11.1971, P• 1 
(2) OJ No L 
(3) OJ No C 
(4) OJ No C 
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Whereas Article 3(2) of Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 provides that the aid 
shall be fixed taking into account, on the one hand, the need to ensure a 
balance between the volume of production required in the Community and the 
possible outlets for that production and, on the other hand, the prices 
obtaining for the product concerned on external markets; 
Whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 1660/81 (5) fixed the amounts of aid 
granted for seeds for the 1982/1983 and 1983/1984 marketing years; whereas 
that Regulation should accordingly be supplemented to include the aid levels 
applicable, for the 1983/1984 marketing year, to seed of the new species added 
to the Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 1660/81 is hereby supplemented as follows: 
(ECU per 100 kg) 
:---------------:----------------------------:---------------------------------: 
Amount of aid 
:---------------------------------: 
Community 
of Nine 
Greece 
1982/1983: 1983/1984: 
:---------------:----------------------------:-----------:----------:----------: 
ex 12.03 C 3· GRAMINEAE 
Agrostis can ina 1. : 
Agrostis gigantea Roth 60.8 00.8 
Agrostis stolonifera 1. 
Agrostis tenuis Sibth. 
Phleum bertolonii (DC) 40.9 40.9 
ex 12.03 C 4· LEGUMINOSAE 
Medicago lupulina 1. 24.3 24.3 
Trifolium incarnatum 
K. : l 
Trifolium alexandrinum 1: 
Trifol-l_um resupinatum 1. : 
35 35 
Trifolium hybridum 1. 35. I 35. I 
:---------------:----------------------------:-----------:----------:----------: 
(5) OJ No 1 166, 24.6.1981, P• 3 
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:---------------:----------------------------:-----------:----------:----------: 
Amount of aid 
:-----------:----------:----------: 
Community Greece 
of Nine 1982/1983: 1983/1984: 
:---------------:----------------------------:-----------:----------:----------: 
ex 12.03 D 5· CRUCIFERACEAE 
-Brassica napus L. var. 
napobrassica (L) Peterm.: 
-Brassica oleracea L. 
convar. Acephala (DC) 
-Raphanus sativus L. spp.: 
oleifera (DC) Metzg. 
18 18 
:---------------:----------------------------:-----------:----------:----------: 
Article 2 
Notwithstanding Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 the aids fixed in 
Article 1 of this Regulation shall be applicable for the 1983/1984 marketing 
year only. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 July 1983· 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all 
Member States. 
Done at For the Council 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 
of 
on the exchange rates to be applied in agriculture 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular ArticlA 43 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation No 129 on the value of the unit of account 
and the exchange rates to be applied for the purposes of the common 
agricultural policy (1), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2543/73 (2), 
and in particular Article 3 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (3), 
Having regard to the opinion of tht; Monetary Committee, 
Whereas the situation referred to in Article 3 (1) of Regulation No 129, in 
respect of which derogations may be made from the principle of using parities 
for converting one currency into another, now obtains in various Member States; 
Whereas jt has been possible to solve the problems posed by such a situation 
by applying monetary compensatory amounts and representative conversion rates 
f0r the purposes of the common agricultural policy; whereas this arrangement 
leads to divergent price levels in the Member States concerned; whereas, 
however 9 in order to prevent the maintenance of unchanged rates for the common 
agricultural policy from leading to an increase in the difference between 
prj~e levels expressed in national currencies when prices are increased and in 
v~_e" of the fact that certain adjustments may be made to the rP.tes t~ ~dapt 
·~---... -...... _.... ___ .. _ .. _..... 
(l) O.J No 106, 30.10.1962, P• 2553/62. 
(2) OJ t• J.~o j.J 26 3, 19.09.1973, P• .1• 
(3) OJ No T P• J> , 
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them to the real economic situation in the Member States, representative rates 
for the currencies of the Member States concerned should be fixed at levels 
more closely related to the actual economic situation; whereas, at the same 
time, all the representative rates should be republished in a new text; 
whereas Council Regulation (EEC) No 878/77 (4), as last amended by Regulation 
(EEC) No 2792/82 (5), must accordingly be repealed; 
Whereas, however, the impact of this measure on the economies of the Member 
States concerned should be moderated as far as possible; whereas, for this 
reason, the new rates should be applied within a reasonable period, coinciding 
if possible with the beginning of the marketing year or with a change in 
prices; whereas derogations must be made notably for certain amounts contained 
in Council Regulation (EEC) No 337/79 of 5 February 1979 on the common 
organisation of the market in wine (6), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) 
No (7), in order to guarantee equality of treatment for the parties 
concerned during the period of application of a given intervention of 
distillation measure; 
Whereas, in order to avoid differing treatment of interdependent products, 
provision should be made for the new rates to apply in the cereals and the 
eggs and poultrymeat, ovalbumin and lactalbumin sectors with effect from the 
same date; 
Whereas fixing a representative rate leads to an adjustment of agricultural 
prices; whereas the problems raised by the modification of exchange rates are 
the subject of Community provisions, in particular Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1134/68 of 30 July 1968 laying down rules for the implementation of Regulation 
(EEC) No 653/68 on conditions for alterations to the value of the unit of 
account used for the common agricultural policy (8) as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No (9); whereas these provisions 
(4) OJ No L 106, 29.04.1977, P• 27 
(5) OJ No L 295, 21.10.1982, P• 6. 
(6) OJ No L 54, 05.02.1979, P• 1. 
(7) OJ No L 
(8) OJ No L 188, 01.08.1968, P• 1. 
(9) OJ No L 
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only cover the case of a change in the parity of a currency; whereas they 
should also be applied in this case; whereas, however, in so far as the 
parties concerned may request the cancellation of documents or certificates, 
such application would be justified only if they are placed at a disadvantage 
as a result of the fixing of the new representative rates; whereas, however, 
provision should be made for this right to be replaced by another giving rise 
to compensation for the disadvantage suffered; 
Whereas it may be necassary, following changes in the representative rates, to 
adjust the amounts which are not connected with the price-fixing but are fixed 
in ECU, notably for the purposes of the socio-structural measures; whereas, 
however, such adjustment must be limited to the level necessary to avoid a 
reduction in such amounts in national currency in the Member State where the 
revaluation of the representative rate is highest, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
When transactions to be carried out in pursuance of instruments relating to 
the common agricultural policy, or specific rules laid down by virtue of 
Article 235 of the Treaty, require the currencies referred to in Article 2 to 
be expressed in another currency or in ECU, the rate of exchange shall, 
notwithstanding Article 2 (1) of Regulation No 129, be that corresponding to 
the representative rate for that currency. 
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Article 2 
1. The representative rates and the dates with effect from which they shall 
apply are given in Annexes I to IX. 
2. Other dates may be fixed, in accordance with the procedure provided for in 
Article 6, for the amounts referred to in Articles 10, 11, 12a, 14, 14a, 
15, 39, 40 and 41 of Regulation (EEC) No 337/79· 
Article 3 
The provisions of this Regulation shall apply subject to the provisions of 
Regulation (EEC) No 129/78 (10). 
Article 4 
1. The provisions of Regulation (EEC) No 1134/68 in respect of an alteration 
of the relationship between the parity of the currency of a Member State 
and the value of the unit of account shall apply. 
2. However, the second subparagraph of Article 4(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 
1134/68 shall apply only if the application of the new representative rates 
is disadvantageous to the party concerned. 
Before the date of application of the new rate it may be decided, in 
accordance with the procedure provided for in Article 6, to offset this 
disadvantage by an appropriate measure. In this case, advance fixing and 
the certificate or document attesting thereto may not be cancelled. 
3· It may be decided, in accordance with the procedure provided for in Article 
6, to derogate from the provisions referred to in paragraph 1. 
(10) OJ No L 20, 25.01.1978, P• 16. 
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Article 5 
1. In the event of one or several agricultural representative rates being 
revalued, the amounts fixed in ECU which are not connected with the 
price-fixing may be increased in accordance with the procedure referr~d tn 
in Article 6. 
2. With regard to the amounts fixed by the Member States within maximum and 
minimum limits, the increase shall apply to the maximum and minimum 
amounts. 
In the case of the maximum limit, the increase may not be higher than the 
amount necessary to avoid any reduction, in national currency, in the 
amounts actually applied in the Member State in which the impact of 
revaluation on these amounts is the greatest. 
In the case of the minimum limit, the provisions of paragraph 3 shall apply" 
3· With regard to the other amounts referred to in paragraph 1, the increase 
may not be higher than the amount necessary to avoid a reduction, in 
national currency, in the amounts concerned in the Member State in which 
the revaluation is the greatest. 
Article 6 
The detailed rules for implementing this Regulation shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure provided for in: 
a) Article 26 of Council Regulatior1 (EEC) No 2727/75 of 29 October 1975 on the 
common organization of the market in cereals (11), Rs last amended by 
Regulation (EBC) No 1451/82 (12)~ 
or 
b) the corresponding article of the other regulations on the common 
organization of the agriculturaJ markets 
(11) OJ No 1 281, 01.11.1975, P• 1. 
(12) OJ No 1 164, 14.06.1982, p. 1. 
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or, where appropriate, 
c) Article 18 of Council Directive 72/159/EEC (13), as last amended by 
Directive 82/436/EEC (14) 
or 
d) the corresponding article in other Community provisions establishing a 
similar procedure. 
Article 7 
Regulation (EEC) No 878/77 is hereby repealed. 
Article 8 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in 
all Member States. 
Done at 
(13) OJ No L 96, 23.04.1972, P• 1. 
(14) OJ No L 193, 03.07.1982, P• 37• 
For the Counci 1 
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ANNEX I 
BELGIUM/LUXEMBOURG 
l F.CU = 44.9704 Belgian francs/Luxenbourg francs. 
~is rate shqll apply from 
l FCU 8.23400 Danish krone. 
ANNEX II 
DF.NMARK 
1983. 
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ANNEX III 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
1. 1 ECU • 2.49870 German marks. 
This rate shall apply from: 
- 1 April 1983 for the milk and milk products sector, 
- 4 April 1983 for the beef and veal sector, 
- 4 April 1983 for the sheepmeat and goatmeat sector, 
- 1 July 1983 for the sugar and isoglucose sector, and for durum wheat 
and durum wheat groats and meal, 
- 1 August 1983 for the cereals, with the exception of durum wheat and 
durum wheat groats and meal, eggs and poultr,ymeat, ovalbumin and 
lactalbumin sectors, 
- 1 November 1983 for the pigmeat sector, 
- 16 December 1983 for the wine sector, 
- 1 January 1984 for the fishery products sector, 
- 1 July 1985 for the seeds sector, 
- the beginning of the 1983/84 marketing year for other products for 
which there is a marketing year which has not yet started by 1 April 
1983, 
- 1 April 1983 in all other cases. 
2. Until the dates given in point 1, the following rate shall apply: 
1 ECU • 2.57524 German marks. 
l. l FCU 6.37174 
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ANNFX IV 
FRANCE 
French francs • 
~is rate shall ~pply from: 
- 1 Anril lgA~ for the milk and milk products sector, 
~ Anril 108~ for the beef ~n~ veal sector, 
- 4 April l9A3 for the sheepmeat and goatmeat sector, 
- 1 July 108-;o; 1 or the sugar and isoglucose sector, and for durum whe,qt 
and durum wheat groats and meal, 
- 1 AuRust 108"i for the cereals, with the exception of durum wheat ,qnd 
durum wheat ~roats and meal, eggs and poultrymeat, ovalbumin and 
lactalbumin sectors, 
- 1 July 1qR4 for the seeds sector, 
- the 'r1eginning of the 1 9R">/8t1 m.<J.rketing year for other products whi.cl-: 
have a marketing year, 
- l Anril 1qs~ in all other cases. 
?. Until the dates given in point 1, the following rate shall app1y: 
l FC'U 6.19564 French francs. 
• 
.. 
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ANNEX V 
GREFI::E 
1. 1 ECU = 66.5526 Greek drachmas • 
1 ECU = 0.691011 
ANNEX VI 
IRELAND 
Irish poum • 
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ANNEX VII 
ITALY 
1 ECU = 1289.00 Italian Lire. 
• 
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ANNEX VIII 
NETHERLANDS 
1. 1 ECU • ~.~9000 Dutch guilders. 
This rate shall apply from: 
- 1 April 1983 for the milk and milk products sector, 
- 4 April 1983 for the beef and veal sector, 
- 4 April 1983 for the sheepmeat and goatmeat sector, 
- 1 July 1983 for the sugar and isoglucose sector, and for durum wheat 
and durum wheat groats and meal, 
- 1 August 1983 for the cereals, with the exception of durum wheat and 
durum wheat groats and meal, eggs and poultr,ymeat, ovalbumin and 
lactalbumin sectors, 
- 1 November 1983 for the pigmeat sector, 
- 16 December 1983 for the wine sector, 
- 1 January 1984 for the fishery products sector, 
- 1 July 1985 for the seeds sector, 
- the beginning of the 1983/84 marketing year for other products for 
which there is a marketing year which has not yet started by 1 April 
1983, 
- 1 April 1983 in all other cases. 
2. Until the dates given in point 1, the following rate shall apply: 
1 ECU • 2.75563 Dutch guilders. 
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ANNEX IX 
UNITED KINGOOM 
1. 1 ECU = 0.604167 pound sterling. (1) 
This rate shall apply from: 
- 1 April 1983 for the milk s.nd milk productFJ sector, 
- 4 April 1983 for the beef and veal sector, 
- 4 April 1983 for the sheepmeat and goatmeat sector, 
- 1 July 1983 for the sugar and isoglucose sector, and for durum wheat 
and durum ·.iheat groats and meal, 
- 1 July 1983 for the seeds sector, 
- 1 August 1983 for the cereals, with the exception of durum wheat and 
durum wheat groats and meal, eggs and poultrymeat, ovalbumin and 
lactalbumin sectors, 
- 1 November 1983 for the pigmeat sector, 
- 16 December 1983 for the wine sector, 
- l January 1984 for the fishery products sector, 
- the beginning of the 1983/84 marketing year for other products for 
which there is a marketing year which has not yet started by l April 
1983, 
1 Ap:;::U 1983 in all other cases. 
2. Until the dates given in point 1, the following rate shall apply: 
1 ECU"" 0,6'18655 ponnd eterlir..g. 
(1) Calculated (m the basis of the reference period 'i5 to 21 December 1982., 
• 

